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EDITOR’S NOTE
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Winters in the Kashmir Valley are a period of rela-
tive calm, but the month of February saw an
unlikely surge in violence levels. Four terrorists
were gunned down by the Army in Kulgam district
in South Kashmir on 12 February. In the
encounter, which took place around Nagbal Frisal
village, where the Army had cordoned off the area,
two Army personnel were also killed in action
(KIA), in the encounter. This was the first loss the
Army suffered this year. Then on the very next day,
in two separate incidents in North Kashmir, four
terrorists were eliminated. Here too, the security
forces suffered casualties, with four soldiers being
KIA including an officer, Major Satish Dahiya.
Amongst the injured was CRPF Commanding
Officer, Mr Chetan Kumar.

Two major incidents on successive days set the
tongues wagging in the social media and in politi-
cal and military circles. This got further aggravated
when the terrorists ambushed a military convoy,
returning after an operation in the wee hours of 23
February. Here, three soldiers were KIA while the
terrorists managed to flee. 

Do the above incidents represent a surge in vio-
lence levels in the Valley? Statistically, in February
alone, we have lost nine personnel KIA, while 11
terrorists have been eliminated. Last year in
February, seven security forces personnel were KIA
while 13 terrorists were killed in various encoun-
ters in J&K. So, while the prognosis was for a reduc-
tion in violence levels, the February incidents
appear to belie the expectation, indicating as they
do the maintenance of the status quo. Statistics,
taken over a period of one month, however, are but
an unreliable index to gauge a trend. The overall
political climate in the country and worldwide,
allied with military operations, will have, during
the course of the year, a dampening effect on ter-
rorists operating within India as well as on their
handlers embedded in Pakistan. 

What needs to be taken note of is that in the
first two incidents mentioned above, it was the
Army which was proactive and was carrying out
intelligence based operations. This is a positive
indicator, as it denotes high morale and a strong
will. The fact that intelligence was forthcoming,
also indicates a certain amount of local support.
Unfortunately, in such operations, own casualties

cannot be ruled out, though every effort is made to
minimise them. The third incident involved an
ambush on a convoy, returning after a mission.
Either the security was compromised or the terror-
ists got lucky. Such things too, will occur and must
be taken in their stride. 

What needs to be avoided is the breast beating
which takes place every time the Army suffers
casualties. From sarcastic comments spewed at
the Prime Minister, to curses heaped at the perfidy
of the Pakistani ISI, the social media has them all.
This does little to support our soldiers on the
ground, but uplifts the terrorists and their spon-
sors across the border, who gloat in the discomfort
experienced by the country. Let us cease this
incessant wailing and get on with a strong resolve
to banish terrorism from our soil. The Army is
doing it in the frontiers; we must show our support
for military operations by fighting against terrorist
supporters hidden in our institutions of higher
learning and in some of the political establish-
ments. The media could also do its bit by being
sensitive to what is shown on television screens
and what is printed in newspaper headlines. Some
statements which came out after the recent opera-
tions talked of the terrorists ‘bleeding the Army’!
That must have been music to the ears of the ter-
rorists. Also, images shown of weeping relatives
does little to portray resolve, but emboldens the
enemy further. A bit of sensitivity is called for. 

A word for the medical staff, which stays in the
shadows, but does yeoman service in treating the
injured in combat is in order here. Their contribu-
tion to the morale and welfare of the Services is
priceless. The way our casualties have been looked
after and brought back to good health speaks of a
very strong resolve and great dedication on the
part of the medical fraternity. To all of them—the
doctors nurses and other support staff, rest
assured that your services are deeply appreciated
by one and all. The Service fraternity and the
nation owe you a huge debt of gratitude.

Finally, my own assessment is that there is no
cause for gloom. Terrorism is on the downswing,
despite stray acts which will continue to occur. It is
the final flicker before the flame of terrorism dies.
Let 2017 be the year when peace comes back to the
Valley.
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YOUR VOICE

The debate, ‘Selection of Army Chief’
has evoked a large number of
responses. Some of the comments
received from our readers are placed
below. —Editor

Dear Sir,
The debate in Point-Counterpoint,
‘Making of a Chief’ was very
informative and throws light on many
aspects not known to ordinary common
citizens.

Prasad Kumbhojkar

Dear Sir,
Thanks for impartial views. I hope the
Govt. is serious for appointing a CDS in
similar appropriate spirit. Let us see a
more potent and complementary joint
system in the forces.

Col Ravi Krishan

Dear Sir,
This is the most balanced view I have
ever seen on this issue. Thanks for this
informative piece.

Manish Sharma

Dear Sir, 
Your view on the matter is as balanced
and plausible, as ever. I personally have
no particular view on the matter, but on
the whole, I think that choosing chief in
this manner, superceding other officers,
should have a solid reason and not
merely the comfort zone for PM or RM.
How can the PM choose between Gen.
Rawat and Gen. Bakshi, both of whom
are equally competent officers? This is
just a convenient reason. As for the
formers better knowledge in CI, as Gen.
Panag pointed out in his blog too, what
happens if the war breaks out in the
plains of Punjab or in the desert sector,
to start with? Also, this kind of
supercession sets a bad precedent for
the future political class. In the great
Indian political tamasha, you can land
up in any situation and these
appointments can become prized
political take aways. So, in long run,

may not be a great idea.
Col Mohan Sharma

Dear Sir,
Well said. Once selection is made the
matter should not be discussed.

Col Kanwaljit Singh Sandhu

Dear Sir,
Good detailed write up which has
balanced view giving due weightage to
the relevant aspects

Gurmit Sandhu

Dear Sir
To a large extent, babus of MOD, at the
behest of retired babus, service flag
ranks, arms dalals and permanent
establishment of Delhi durbar sitting in
Delhi Gymkhana Club, India
International Centre and other colonial
watering holes, with dubious
politicians, and some from the media,
influence all promotions of IAS/IPS and
Armed Forces flag rank officers.
Political dalals can be seen in the
corridors of Delhi and Central Govt.
offices, including service HQ and MOD.
It appears there is a fixed rate for civil,
police and para military appointments
and it appears now, that the armed
forces- the last bastion, is slowly
crumbling.

Ashok Carrol

Dear Sir
This is a major policy matter; it cannot
be left at the whims and fancies of the
govt. of the day. Since last three
decades, the seniority formula for the
COAS was followed as is being done for
the appointment of CJI. We have no
problem if all the political parties can
come to a consensus on the issue
whichever way they agree to.There are
very obvious pitfalls if the discretion is
exercised by the govt. of the day.The
matter could be debated in closed
doors and the nation told accordingly.
Personally, I am of the view that just
going by the order of merit of the IMA

for deciding the seniority at the level of
corps commanders and above needs to
be changed after a detailed deliberation
wherein seniority amongst the
coursemates is revised periodically by
the MS branch based on the new policy
to be evolved by them.

Col Pamal Kumar Popli

Dear Sir,
The politicians and babus are giving an
angle of intra service rivalry, between
the infantry and the mechanised forces
which is unwarranted. The excuse
trotted out that some officers have
more experience than others is factually
incorrect. A moot question that should
be asked is, what military knowledge do
politicians have to enable them to judge
security issues and real threats. It is
difficult to believe that a person
heading Eastern Command, lacks
operational knowledge to counter
insurgency! The following merits
attention:
• Superceding officers who have a

proven professional record has a very
negative effect.

• If the selection process can be
tinkered with by the political-
bureaucratic nexus, it could well lead
to a whole lot of yes men being
promoted to higher ranks.

• The governments decision and its
justification indicates a belief that the
Kashmir issue is of greater relevance
than the Eastern theatre. The enemy
has thus succeeded in making us shift
our goal post from the real strategic
threat.

Rustom Jamasji

Dear Sir,
While we discuss the issue of the
appointment of the Army Chief here in
print and social media, the Army, which
is the most affected party, has already
put the issue behind and is going about
soldiering as usual. That's how the
things must be.

Yeshwant Umralkar

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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SOCIAL MEDIA

THE HAZARDS OF 
SOCIAL MEDIA

In the December 2013 issue of Newsline , Mohammad
Shehzad, one of Pakistan's bold journalists writing on
Pakistan's role in Kashmir, its “non-state actors” and use of
social media, stated in his piece titled ‘The War Within’, that
during the tenure of People's Party of Pakistan (PPP),
jihadis/sectarian outfits started making use of the social
media to extend their dangerous mission, not only in
Pakistan, but across the world. However, instead of banning
the provocative pages, the PPP government blocked all those
Facebook pages and Twitter accounts that raised concerns
about the rising militancy and sectarianism in the country.

More recently, in an article in the online website Daily O
titled "South Kashmir becoming hotbed of terrorism", its
writer, Daanish Bin Nabi brought out that elders in Kashmir
valley were wary of the emerging discontent and its
manifestations, that they believed that the political,
economic and social rights of the youth have been
compromised by the state government, and they blamed
social media tools like WhatsApp and Facebook for playing an
important role in the recruitment of militants and in
radicalising Kashmiri youth. Nabi added that after Burhan
Wani uploaded his video in early September 2015 in
Nizampora, Shopian, terrorist organisations recruited 17
youth.

In 2016, the over 100 days of turmoil in Kashmir valley yet
again proved how effectively social media can be misused
against peace and security. Barely had the embers of that
mayhem cooled that another surprise was sprung on social
media.

The first salvo came from Border Security Force (BSF)
constable Tej Bahadur Yadav, who complained of poor food
on a Facebook video. This was quickly followed by another
video from Constable Jeet Singh of the Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF), seeking parity in facilities with their Army
counterparts. Then Lance Naik Yagya Pratap Singh from the
Army jumped into the fray, with a grievance against the
‘sahayak’ system in the Army, closely followed by Army
nursing assistant Naik Ram Bhagat, complaining against poor
food.

Having served in the infantry and armoured corps and
having visited many army field formations, units and peace
establishments as a defence ministry and army
spokesperson, it was my experience that every soldiers’

cookhouse, colloquially called ‘langar’, for every sub-unit,
always took pride in turning out sumptuous meals-whether
cooked/flavoured to a particular community’s taste or in
units with all-India mixed class composition. Even food
cooked while on operational deployment/during exercises
and often given packed to soldiers, has always been quite
edible.

What emerges from these recent four videos is: (a) their
coming one after the other, (b) all four individuals have been
disciplinary cases, (c) the timing of these videos happens to
be after a spell of Indian Army’s punitive strikes/retaliations
across the Line of Control in Kashmir valley, where Pak army
and terrorists supported by it took quite a beating, (d)
interestingly, in Yadav’s Friend’s List, there are reportedly a
number of Pakistani citizens and (e) considering (c) and (d),
the possibility of Pakistan military/ISI cannot be ruled
out.Also, the fact that these videos were repeatedly aired on
TV channels for up to four days continuously, it cannot be put
past some pro-Pakistan/ anti-national elements in India, or
such oriented political persons being behind this well-
coordinated and sensational attempt to show security
forces/the ruling government in poor light.

The Army Chief has rightly warned that those using social
media to draw attention to their problems are adversely
affecting the soldiers guarding the border and that they could be
held guilty and punished. He was quite forthright in speaking
about the matter of sahayaks as buddies and urged soldiers to
address their complaints within the Army’s due system,
assuring that complaints could even be addressed to him or to
the GOC-in-C of Commands through complaint boxes.

What needs to be undertaken urgently is accessing the
friends list of the other three complainants, as also for all
CAPFs, defence and para-military forces to clamp down on
use of social media and for the government to research and
devise means to ensure that social media cannot hold the
country to ransom. Alongside it should be ensured that
service conditions for the CRPF are improved. The Force is
moved all over the country and is often deployed as widely,
with its companies being up to a couple of hundred kms away
from the battalion headquarters. In last year’s Kashmir valley
riots it suffered many casualties including fatal. The
government and all armed services must ensure welfare with
sufficient entitlements for their personnel.

Lt Col Anil Bhat
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REMEMBRANCE

Lt (IN) Samir Das
was a Bengali
belonging to a
middle class family
in Benaras. He
completed his post
graduate degree in
Geology from
Benaras University.
A keen sportsman

and a state level football player, he was
commissioned into the Indian Navy in
April 1966 and showed great promise to
be an excellent naval officer.

In 1968, Samir qualified as a Ship
Diving Officer. A year later, when the
Indian Navy for the first time started
conducting Clearance Diving Officers
(CDO) course, Samir was  selected for the
same. After successfully completing the
course, he was sent for Long Mine
Clearance Diving Officers (LMCDO)
course with Royal Navy in UK. During the
LMCDO training, he was attached to
HMS Vernon at Portsmouth. On
completion of LMCDO, he was
appointed as an instructor in Naval
Diving School in Cochin. He was
awarded the prestigious ‘Nausena Medal’
for his contribution to diving operations
in 1970. During the training period, he
suggested development of limpet mines
which was later accepted by Indian Navy.
His ideas of using limpet mines were
adopted by the Navy which became
effective weapons in the riverine warfare
which the Navy was to take part in later.

In early April 1971, eight Bengali
submariners of Pakistan Navy escaped
from France via Spain to New Delhi with
the help of Indian authorities and later
joined the Mukti Bahini. Initially,
decision was taken to train the
submariners as naval commandos in the
Jamuna River near Delhi. This would
form the basis of the Bangladesh Navy. Lt
Samir Das was called upon from Naval
Diving School at Cochin to join the Mukti
Bahini naval commando training camp
in Delhi as an instructor.

In mid April 1971, authorities decided
to expand the training facilities for the
naval commandos. There were hundreds
of young men who were excellent
swimmers from the rural areas of
Bangladesh who could be trained as
naval commandos. They were looking for
a training area with more facilities. Lt.
Das along with Lt. Vijay P. Kapil, under
the leadership of Commander M.N.R.
Samant visited Diamond Harbour,
Sundarbans areas and Plassey. Finally,
Plassey, near the Bhagirathi River, was
selected as the training centre. Captain
Samant was made the commandant of
the camp and Lt. Kapil and Lt. Samir Das
along with other officers were posted as
instructors.

At this time, there was a shortage of
limpet mines in Indian Navy as these
were imported ordnance. There was an
urgent need for development and

production of these mines in large
numbers, but the major problem was the
timer mechanism. Lt. Das along with his
colleagues developed soluble plugs
which worked as delay mechanism for
the depth chargers. They developed the
idea of basically using condoms over the
soluble plugs and removing them after
attaching the limpet mine to the target
which allowed the delay in explosion!

In July 1971, Lt. Das completed
training of a few batches of naval
commandos. He was instructed to
undertake a number of reconnaissance
missions with Mukti Bahini officers on
future operation plans. On 26 September
1971, he attended a meeting with
Commander 101 Communication Zone,
Major General Gurbax Singh Gill and
Commander of Sector 7, Major Nazmul
Haque, at Siliguri. After holding detailed
meetings, he along with Major Nazmul
Haque were returning to Maldah at night.
At dead of the night, the vehicle carrying
the officials met with an accident in
which both Lt. Das and Major Haque
were killed. Eventually his body was
flown to Calcutta where it was cremated
with full military honours. His ashes were
taken to Cochin and scattered in the
Ernakulam Channel.

As an instructor, Samir worked
relentlessly to select, train and motivate
the young naval commandos of Mukti
Bahini and turn them into professional
brave naval commandos. It was these
naval commandos of the Mukti Bahini
who created havoc with the Pakistani
forces in the sea and river ports of
Bangladesh, drawing the attention of the
world media and the admiration of
freedom loving people all over the world.
Samir’s contribution to the organising
and training of these naval commandos
of Mukti Bahini are unforgettable. I
Salute him.

Lt Col Quazi Sajjad Ali Zahir, Bir
Protik is a veteran from the Bangladesh

Army. Recipient of highest national
honour of Bangladesh ‘Swadhinata

Padak’, he is a researcher on the
Liberation War. In 1971, he defected

from the Pakistan Army, crossed over to
India and fought with 2 Field Battery in

Sylhet, for which he was awarded Bir
Protik for gallantry in battle. He is the
Project Director of Bangladesh Army

History Project and regularly addresses
seminars in Bangladesh and abroad.

SALUTE TO LT (IN) SAMIR DAS, NM
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Lt Col Quazi Sajjad Ali Zahir, Bir Protik
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OUT OF THE BLUE

For the uninitiated, Michael Crichton is
a writer whose stories are science
fiction but border on reality or
something visible in the foreseeable
future – the near horizon. The author
uses his past expertise in computer
science and computer technology to
capture the reader’s imagination in
gripping tales, fast paced with
fascinating story lines, which make for
some interesting Hollywood films.
Among a host of books are “Jurassic
Park”, “The Andromeda Strain”, “The
Lost World”, “Congo” and “Airframe”, to
name but a few. Having just finished
reading another exciting book by him,
called “Micro”, it triggered not only
curiosity but provided some valuable
inputs for future warfare. With a micro-
biology/ computer technology story
line, a burglar attempting to steal
scientific data from a super-secretive
laboratory, suddenly feels tiny insect
bites on his face and body, which
increase to ripping of his shirt followed
by profuse bleeding from innumerable
cuts and lacerations, finally leading to
his death by haemorrhaging. The book
ultimately reveals that a security system
(of course, insidiously tweaked for
disaster) had been set up which would
be activated by sensors and release
micro-bots (micro-robots) who could
sense the presence of the intruder(s)
and would attack him(them) in swarms,
each micro-bot armed with scythe-like
razor sharp blades, slashing at the
target, each cut tearing skin, very much
like a mosquito bite or wasp sting, but

far more lethal.
Having read about the emergence of

miniature UAVs and then micro UAVs
(MAVs), it becomes very evident where
science is heading and how the military
can capitalise from technology to drive
not only its programs but also tactics
and innovative trends in warfare.
Miniature quad-rotor UAVs are now in
regular use, not only in military
application but extensively by the
police and para-military elements
around the world, in traffic
management, disaster relief operations,
security and surveillance as well as for
crowd control management. What
started as a toy has developed into an
extremely versatile and efficient tool to
the uniformed fraternity.

Micro UAVs in the form of ‘Black
Hornet’ made in the UK and the
CICADA (Close-In Covert Autonomous
Disposable Aircraft) of the USA had
evinced interest around the globe for
their penetrative capability into enemy
territory to glean intelligence and
provide real-time inputs, while
exhibiting very high survivability
capability. But what has caught the
worlds interest is the recent news of the
successful carriage and release from a
F-18 fighter, of 103 Perdix  drones which
form up into a “swarm” to carry out a
designated mission. The Perdix drone is
an experimental project conducted by
the Strategic Capabilities Office of the
U.S. Dept of Defence. Designed by
students of MIT and adapted by the
DoD for its use, the 1 lb., 6 inches Perdix
drone’s fuselage is made of low-drag
Kevlar composite. Spring-loaded
folding carbon-fibre wings, elevon
control surfaces, pusher propeller
powered by a lithium polymer battery
pack, the palm-sized drone looks cute
and innocent enough. But look deeper –
the Perdix drone is programmed to
operate not individually but in a

“swarm” of  Perdix(es), like a collective
organism with a ‘life’ of its own
(virtually). They have been
programmed with what is called ‘a
distributed brain’ giving them an ability
to take decisions, operate in a
‘leaderless’ group, adapting to each
other, to additions and attrition, to
retain a homogeneous objective to
complete the stated mission.

Taking a holistic perspective, the
“Pentagon’s future battle network” has
immense potential and offers infinite
variations/ variables. From low altitude
tactical reconnaissance, to tactical
ELINT, to base / formation security, to
assassination missions, they would also
be an asset in support of Special Forces.
What if they could be armed with some
specialised micro-weapons? A
frightening thought. Operating in a
“swarm” with programmed “hive
mentality”, their lethality can best be
reminiscent of the 1963 Alfred
Hitchcock horror movie “The Birds”
and the 1978 disaster-horror movie
“Swarm” starring Michael Caine. Both
films took a peek into the consequences
of a possible eco-biological imbalance
in birds, in the first instance and bees in
the latter case, which triggers volatile
behaviour, in fact making them brutal
killing machines (hordes). In both cases
the civil administration was unable to
cope with the situation and the military
had to step in. I think we are looking at
a revolution in military warfare.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF

as a fighter pilot with distinction He
has commanded three units, a MiG-29

Sqn, a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE
(considered the ‘Top Gun’ school of the
IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché
in Washington DC. He retired in 2011

as the AOC-in-C of Southern Air
Command.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK OR STAR WARS?
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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PERISCOPE

The annual budget
for the financial year
(FY) 2017-18 was
presented on
February 1, 2017 and
the government has
introduced a revised

methodology of allocation for the
Defence Ministry that is disaggregated
into major expenditure heads viz: capital,
revenue, pensions et al. This new format
offers an instructive pattern of the
structural characteristics that shape and
to an extent limit, the efficacy of India’s
annual defence allocation, when this is
translated from fiscal outlay and actual
spending, to the creation of tangible
military capacity.

The financial allocation figures for
each service are illustrative of the basic
character of the Indian military wherein
the army is the lead service and dwarfs
the other two by way of personnel
strength. In FY 2017-18 the total
allocation for defence was budgeted at
Rs. 3,59,854 crore. Devoid of pensions
and allocations for the DRDO, BRO,
Coast Guard et al., the actual allocation
for the three armed forces—Army, Navy
and Air Force is Rs. 2,42,403 crore.

The individual service allocation is
Army Rs.1,46,202 crore; Air Force Rs.
58,359 crore and Navy Rs. 37,842 crore
which translates to 60.3 percent, 24.1
percent and 15.6 percent for the
respective Services. Given the manpower
intensive nature of the Indian Army, this
allocation ratio is unlikely to change in
any significant manner over the next
decade plus.

The revenue component of the
defence budget caters to the pay and
allowances and related HR cost for
maintaining and training a 1.3 million
plus military. The capital component is
meant for the acquisition of new

equipment and platforms and for
undertaking upgrades where warranted.
Given that the government has set up a
pay commission for revising government
salaries periodically—the wage and
pension bill has been increasing steadily.
Hence, the ratio of revenue to capital in
the composite defence budget in 2015-16
was 64.6 to 35.4 percent. In the budgeted
estimate for 2017-18, it has skewed to
68.4 to 31.6 percent—and if the NFFU
and one-rank-one-pension is awarded in
its entirety, the revenue share will
increase further.

The Army is a revenue intense service
while the Navy and Air force are
traditionally capital intensive services.
The revenue to capital ratios for 2017-18,
based on actual service wise allocations
are Army 82:18; Air Force 42:58; and Navy
48:52. However, when the pension
component is also included, the ratios
get further attenuated.

A thumb-rule for any navy that seeks
to maintain a certain level of operational
readiness is the ability to allocate up to 60
percent of its budget towards the capital
head. Given that the lead-times for
building major warships goes up to five
years at the bare minimum, shipyards
and major vendors need an assured
financial commitment that allows for
planning from one decade to another.
While the Indian Navy has done relatively
better than the other two services by way
of being able to design and build its
warships within India (the ordnance and
fire control systems are still imported),
the shrinking capital component is cause
for concern.

Though the Navy is the smallest
service by way of uniformed personnel
strength — just five percent of the army
— it has a large civilian work-force in the
dockyards and related ancillary
departments. With every pay

commission revision, the salary and
pensions allocation has to go upwards.
Consequently, from FY 2014-15 to the
current fiscal, the capital component of
the Navy has moved downwards from 58
percent, to 53, 48 and now 47 percent.
This is an unsatisfactory trend in the long
run and some very radical policy
measures will have to be considered, if
the Navy is to retain its ability to have a
steady rate of induction of modern
platforms and also undertake the
necessary technological upgrades.
Productivity in defence public sector
units is well below the market norm and
this needs urgent redress — but this issue
has defied any satisfactory resolution for
decades.

Yet another feature of the defence
budget that is cause for concern is the
underutilisation of amounts allocated for
capital expenditure. In FY 2016-17, The
Army, Air Force and Navy returned Rs.
3,082 crore, Rs. 1,585 crore and Rs. 2,404
crore respectively from their budgeted
estimates of the capital allocation—a
total of Rs. 7,071 crore! This defies logic,
for the Indian military as a composite
entity is slipping into obsolescence and
each service has major inventory gaps.
Yet the higher defence decision-making
apex either delays the release of funds or
by some adroit macro-adjustments,
compels the defence ministry to return
large sums of money as unspent. Unless
these structural characteristics of the
Indian defence budget and its utilisation
are addressed, it is unlikely that there will
be any meaningful modernisation of the
Indian military.

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar, is currently

Director, Society for Policy Studies (SPS),

New Delhi. He was previously Director,

National Maritime Foundation (NMF) and

prior to that he headed the Institute for

Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA).

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS —
DEFENCE BUDGET

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar
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President Roosevelt’s, “A
strong navy is the best
insurance for peace”and
Pandit Nehru’s belief, “To be
strong on land, we must be
strong at sea,” both as policy
statements, are being realised
by India, with its stronger
economy and confidence in
its military to have a say in
world events. India’s history
has been influenced from the
seas with the arrival of foreign

powers in the 1400s, beginning with Vasco da Gama who
came from Portugal, then the French and the British who took
over Portuguese territories on the coast and concurrently
defeated the maritime forces of the French, Shivaji Maharaj
and the Angres. Whitehall ruled India till its independence in
1947. India’s army fought in the First World War and all three
services including the Royal Indian Air Force (RIAF) and
Royan Indian Navy (RIN) fought for the Allied victory in the
Second World War, but adequate credit was suppressed,
though it is recorded as part of British archives in Greenwich.

The Indian Navy deputed Cmde Johnson Oddakal to
Greenwich in UK to research and write the accurate history of
the Royal Indian Navy’s contribution in World War Two and
names and heroic exploits of Admirals BS Soman, N Krishnan
and SG Karmarkar and others who were decorated and naval
actions in the Indian Ocean, Arakan, Burma and Middle East
are recorded in, “Timeless Wake”. Since then the Indian Navy
has grown in its surface and submarine fleet with one
hundred and twenty four ships, some due to be de-
commissioned, thirteen ageing Kilos(9), and HDW-1500 (4)
conventional submarines with just around 70,000 strength.
One nuclear submarine INS Arihant has been commissioned
and two more are under construction. More recently, its
powerful Aviation arm has risen to 160 aircraft.

The Rise of the Indian Navy: From Buyer to Builder
The Navy over the years has transformed from a ‘buyer to a
builder’s Navy. From the arrival of the cruiser INS Delhi (ex
HMS Achilles) soon after Independence on 5th July 1948 and
aircraft carrier INS Vikrant (ex HMS Hercules 1961-1987) and
nine other Type 12/14/16 newly built frigates and the 8,000
ton cruiser INS Mysore (ex HMS Nigeria 1958) armed with
nine 6 inch guns supplied from the United Kingdom, gave a

INDIAN NAVY: 2027
Cmde Ranjit B Rai

INS Kamorta, latest ASW frigate, engaging surface target with her main gun
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firm base to the Indian Navy sea going personnel to build
3,000 ton INS Nilgiri in Mazagon Shipyard & Docks Ltd
(MSDL) in to the 1970s and moved ahead on self reliance.
It is indeed a matter of pride that the Directorate General

Naval Design (DGND) and the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO), and Navy’s in house
R&D set up Weapons Electronic Systems Establishment
(WESEE) as a dedicated storehouse to provide cutting edge
technology to modernise India’s legacy Navy ships by retrofits
and to aim higher. WESSE also has contributed to
communication security modems, cyber security and linked
ISRO launched GSAT7 with for data transfer via the space
satellite and Orbit Technologies Rukmini terminals on ships
and ashore.

Surface Fleet is now Missile Powerful
Navy’s expanding surface and underwater fleet’s two nuclear
submarines (the INS Chakra and Arihant) and nine
conventional submarines, now support the newly
commissioned six powerful 7,000 ton Indian designed and
Indian built destroyers (three P15 Delhi class and three P15A
Kochi class) and nine frigates (three Type 17 Shivaliks and six
Krivacks from Russia), brimming with missiles (Klub,
BrahMos and AA Barak1/8). Three tankers (INS Deepak,
Shakti and Jyoti) support the Navy’s task forces.
The future Indian Navy has thirty eight ships and eight

submarines (two nuclear and six Scorpenes) on order in
Indian shipyards, and expects to commission four to five
platforms join every year, to attempt achieve the target of 167
modern ships by 2027 and induct two DRRVs from UK.

Naval Aviation and Satellite GSAT Comes of Age
Navy is three dimensional and space is being added as its
fourth dimension along with Cyber, which is space
dependent. In the last decade, naval aviation has acquired
bigger wings, and GSAT 7 satellite launched by ISRO gives
Navy internet power of the 21st century for data transfer and
with Indian Regional NavigationSatellite System (7 satellite
IRNS) missile targeting and cyber power.
Lt Cdr YN Singh, RIN, was India’s first aircraft carrier pilot

in 1941 in UK. He flew sorties from RN carriers in the Second
World War, and took over as the Squadron Commander of the
Sealand Fleet Requirement Unit (FRU) in 1953 at INS Garuda
in Cochin with UK trained Navy’s pioneer pilots and
observers.
Britain’s First Sealord, Admiral of the Fleet Lord

Mountbatten, former Governor General of India visited FRU
at Cochin on 20 March, 1953. Mountbatten is credited to have
written Indian Navy’s first plans for a three aircraft carrier
Navy and set up a fledging Aviation Directorate under Capt
HC Ranalds, OBE, RN. On 9th April, Lt BD Law  demonstrated
the first Sealand water landing in the Cochin waters. On 10th
October, 1953, ten Sealands took part in the ‘Fly Past’ for
President Rajendra Prasad’s Review of the Fleet.
Naval aviation has never looked back since, and acquired

INS Vikrant (Ex Hercules) in 1961 with Seahawks and French
ASW Breguet Alize aircraft with latest ARAR EW suites in 300
(White Tigers) and 310 (Cobra) Squadrons respectively. The
pilots blooded themselves in the 1971 war in the Bay of
Bengal, and Navy’s Osa missile boats sank three ships off
Karachi on 4 December in Op Trident and two others on 8
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December. They also hit Karachi’s Kemari oil tanks that were
set on fire by IAF Hunters on 4th. Indian militaries jointly gave
India victory to liberate Bangladesh, and the Navy came out
with flying colours in its first war co-operating with the Indian
Air Force and Army operating from the seas and flying off INS
Vikrant’s deck, heralding missile warfare.
The recent growth of Indian Naval Aviation with induction

of newer Dorniers-228 in theNavy with IR systems/Elta radars
and Compass Electro-Optical FLIR Sights, and Information
Warfare innovations, eight P8i Boeing 737 Maritime

Reconnaissance (MR) aircraft, forty five
powerful MiG- 29K fighters, twenty three UAVs
(Searcher and Herons) and the 44,000 ton
STOBAR (ski jump take off- barrier assisted
wire landing) aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya
(Ex Gorshkov) in the last decade, has been
path breaking. Recently Chief of Army Staff
Gen. Bipin Rawat accompanied CNS Admiral
Sunil Lanba to witness the tri-service exercise
Tropex -2017 off Gujarat from Vikramaditya.
These powerful MiG29K(Korabil) flying

machines with twenty one deck qualified
pilots by 2016, have joined the fleet of older
four engine eight ASW TU-142, and five twin
engine IL-38 planes with the umbrella Sea
Dragon circular radars, Dorniers and twenty
ASW Seakings (MK 42B/C),  eighteen ASW
Kamov-28s and 12Ka-31(AEW).

On 22 December 2015, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, after eighteen months in
office, chaired the Combined Commanders
Conference on board Navy’s 43,500 ton
aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya (Gorshkov)
off Kochi (Cochin). This was a first ever
conference held in an operational front line
military unit and he witnessed MIG-29Ks
firing and flying skills and of the KA-31 AEW
helicopters taking and landing from on board,
and took a salute at an impressive steam and
fly past of ships and aircraft of the combined
fleets, after missile and gun firings. 
What PM Modi stated was of interest to

maritime watchers and widely reported and
televised, “I am sure you can feel a difference,
and not just because of Indian Navy’s
hospitality but Kochi is at the head of the
Indian Ocean and at the crossroads of our
maritime history. India’s history has been
influenced by the seas. And, the passage to
our future prosperity and security also lies on
this Ocean. It also holds the key to the
fortunes of the world. This aircraft carrier is the
instrument of our maritime power and a
symbol of our maritime responsibility”. This

amply demonstrated the Government’s intent to give greater
emphasis to the expansion and role of the 70,000 strong
Indian Navy, currently dwarfed by the 1.2 million strong
Indian Army and 1,35,000 strong Air Force and their budgets.
India’s passage to the future, its prosperity and security in

the 21st Century will also depend on the Oceans around India
and the Asia Pacific region. This area has the fastest growing
economies and has the juggernaut China, which has deep
friendship with Pakistan, both countries being major
stakeholders in the region’s security architecture. India has

Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba and Chief of Army Staff,
General Bipin Rawat embarking from INS Vikramaditya

Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba and Chief of Army Staff,
General Bipin Rawat and FOC-in-C Western Naval Command, Vice
Admiral Girish Luthra, witnessing gun firing on board INS Kolkata
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taken note of this scenario as Pakistan remains India’s “Bette
Noir”, that army battles on the border.

The Navy’s Future Growth
The current Naval Strength is 120 Ships and 13 ageing
submarines (9 x Kilo class and 4 x HDW-1500). 48 ships and
submarines are on order in Indian yards, and 20 more stand
approved by the Defence Acquisition Council(DAC). The list is
in descending order of size with ball park approximate costs
with escalation:
• 1 x STOBAR Aircraft Carrier Vikrant 37,500 tons at Cochin
Shipyard Ltd. Due 2018. 45 Mig-29Ks arrived. ($ 4.5 billion).
• 4 x Type 15B 7,400 ton 16 x Brahmos and 16 x Barak-8 missile
destroyers at MDSL with improved circular composite
bridge structure, a modern trend in warship design. ($ 5
billion).
• 7 x Type 17A Brahmos/Barak 8 AMDR frigates. Four at MDSL
and three at GRSE. These are improved Shivalik class. ($ 5
billion)
• 2 of 4 Project 28 ASW 3,000 ton Corvettes at GRSE. ($ 500
mill). 1 OPV Barracuda exported to Mauritius.
• 5 Naval OPVs at Reliance Defence and Engineering Ltd. ($
400 billion).
• 6 x Type P75 DCNS Scorpene submarines at MDSL. First
Kalvari undergoing deep trials for commissioning 2017 and
INS Khanderi launched in January 2017. ($5.3 billion). Six
more on option.
• Plans for a nuclear deterrent Arihant plus 2 and amphibious
capability of one division. (Cost not available. Guesstimate $
2 billion)

• 3 x Training Ships at ABG merchant ship design. ($ 250
million).
• 5 x Survey Catamarans at Alcock Ashdown suspended. ($
130 million)
• 8 x LCUs at GRSE and Fast Attack Craft.
• 2 x DSRV James Fisher LR5 DSAR with AMC. ($ 290 Million)
• 1 x Floating Dock on L&T for Port Blair. 10 x ISVs for Vietnam
also by L&T.
• 4 x P8i Boeing 737 MR planes, 12 x Dorniers. ($ 1 billion).
• Coast Guard has 3 x OPVs at GSL and 7 on order at L&T.
These are naval assets in war.

Further Tentative Programme - DAC/ PMO Approved
• 4 x LPD/H RFPs bids by Navantia L&T and R DCNS to be
opened.
• 6 x P 75I and 6 x SSN submarines. 16 x Small ASW vessels, 15
x NGMVs. 15 x Coastal Missile Defence systems. 16 x multi
role helicopters, 57 xlight utility helicopters.
• 5 x Tanker support ships from Hyundai at HSL under
discussion.

—Cmde Ranjit B Rai is a specialist Navigator and Air
Controller. He has attended Yarrow Shipyard, HMS Dryad
and RN Staff College, UK and has commanded three ships

and the Indian Naval Academy. He was the Director,
Intelligence & Operations and Defence Adviser in South East

Asia. On leaving the Indian Navy,he worked 14 years in
shipping and retired to write and to speak at conferences on

naval matters.

Mig 29 K takes off from INS Vikramaditya
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Meeting the Chinese Challenge
In this era of strategic uncertainty, the only certainty is that
China’s rise is unlikely to be entirely peaceful. China’s brazen
violation of international norms in recent years, particularly
its construction of military facilities on reclaimed islands in
the South China Sea, and its growing military power,
including maritime power, pose a strategic challenge to the
countries in the Indo-Pacific region, including India and its
strategic partners.
China senses the emergence of a security vacuum in the

Indo-Pacific region and is rushing to fill it. China has
discarded Deng Xiaoping’s 24-character strategy to “hide our
capacity and bide our time”. It has also dropped the phrase
“peaceful rise” while referring to its military and economic
growth.
China’s rapid economic growth has been fairly uneven and

non-inclusive. There is a deep sense of resentment against the
leadership of the Communist Party for the denial of basic
freedoms and rampant corruption. The discontentment,
simmering below the surface, could boil over and lead to an
uncontrollable spontaneous implosion. David Shambaugh, a
well-known China scholar is the latest to have jumped on to
the China-may-implode bandwagon. The crash of Chinese
stock markets over a year ago may have provided the first
glimpse of impending implosion.
Also, given its recent belligerence, China could behave

irresponsibly somewhere in the Indo-Pacific. It could decide
to intervene militarily in the South China Sea, or to occupy
one or more of the disputed Senkaku/ Diaoyu islands at
present controlled by Japan. Or, it may opt to resolve
territorial and boundary disputes through the use of military
force. Though President Xi Jinping has denied plans to
‘militarise’ the South China Sea, surely China is not building
air strips there to fly in Japanese tourists. That it has larger
maritime ambitions as a rising power is apparent.
Both the contingencies have a low probability of

occurrence, but will be high impact events with widespread

ramifications if either of them comes to pass. The US, which
is the leading provider of security in the Indo-Pacific, and
India, will need strong partners to deal with the fallout and to
manage the consequences. Hence, the India-US strategic
partnership makes eminent sense as a hedging strategy for
both countries. It is in this context that India and the US
agreed on a joint strategic vision for the Indo-Pacific region
during President Barack Obama’s visit to New Delhi in
January 2015.
India has a long-standing territorial dispute with China. It

has noted China’s growing military assertiveness in the region
with consternation, especially China’s periodic deployment of
PLA Navy submarines in the northern Indian Ocean. China
has signed a deal worth USD 46 billion with Pakistan to
develop the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) from
Xinjiang to Gwadar on the Makran Coast. Despite the fact that
part of the CPEC will pass through POK, china has not
consulted India.

India as a Net Provider of Security
Though it will be a gradual and long-drawn process, a
cooperative security framework may eventually emerge from
the ashes of the ongoing conflicts. Together with the U.S. and
its other strategic partners, India must take the lead in
establishing a cooperative security framework for peace and
stability in the Indo-Pacific and for the security of the global
commons – air space, space, cyber space and the sea-lanes of
communication to enable the freedom of navigation and the
free flow of trade. If China is willing to join this security
architecture, it should be welcomed.
The defence cooperation element of the Indo-US strategic

partnership must be taken to the next higher trajectory to
enable joint threat assessment; contingency planning for
joint operations; sharing of intelligence; simulations and
table-top exercises – besides training exercises with troops;
coordination of command, control and communications;
and, planning for deployment and logistics support. All of

COOPERATIVE SECURITY
FRAMEWORK FOR THE
INDO-PACIFIC REGION

Brig Gurmeet Kanwal
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these activities will need to be undertaken in concert with
other strategic partners such as Australia, Japan, Singapore,
South Korea and Vietnam.
US leaders have expressed their support for India’s

emergence as a major power several times in the last ten
years. They have used phrases like the U.S. is committed “to
help India become a major world power in the 21st century”
(briefing by US official after the visit of Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice, 2005); “India is not just a rising power, it
has already risen” (President Obama, 2010).
Now the US expects “India to become a net provider of

security” in the region, but the expectations have not been
stated in specific terms. When asked, US officials normally
point to India joining international counter-terrorism and

counter-proliferation efforts; sharing intelligence; upholding
the rules and norms governing maritime trade; providing
help to the littoral states to meet their security needs; helping
to counter piracy and narcotics trafficking; and, continuing to
taking the lead in humanitarian and disaster relief (HADR)
operations in the region. All of these expectations are
unexceptionable and India has been contributing extensively
to achieving these common goals. 

Force Structure Necessary
India is gradually emerging as a dominant power in the Indo-
Pacific and is preparing to discharge its regional
responsibilities. In keeping with its rapidly growing strategic

interests and regional responsibilities, India is likely to be
increasingly willing to join its strategic partners to intervene
militarily in its regional neighbourhood when the situation so
demands. While India would prefer to do so with a clear
mandate from the United Nations Security Council and under
the United Nations (UN) flag, it may not be averse to joining
‘coalitions of the willing’ when its vital national interests are
threatened and consensus in the Security Council proves
hard to achieve.
Stemming from the need for contingency planning,

particularly in support of its forces deployed for UN peace-
keeping and peace-support duties and for limited power
projection, India will need to raise and maintain, in a
permanent state of quick-reaction readiness, adequate forces

to participate in international
coalitions in India’s area of
strategic interest.
The late General K Sundarji,

former COAS, had often spoken of
converting an existing infantry
division to an air assault division
by about the year 2000. Though
the idea was certainly not ahead
of its time, the shoestring budgets
of the 1990s did not allow the
army to give practical impetus to
implement the concept. Now the
time has come to translate his
vision into reality. Lt Gen Vinay
Shankar (Retd.) has written,
“Some years ago the army had
drawn up an approach paper
projecting the requirement of two
air-mobile divisions… This is now
a definite requirement and the
proposal ought to be followed up.”
Other analysts are also of the view
that India needs to put in place a
fairly expansive expeditionary
capability. In Bharat Karnad’s
view, “At the very least, a genuine

expeditionary force would have to comprise two division
equivalent forces, increasing over time to 5-6 division
equivalents for distant employment…”
A key combat requirement for out-of-area contingencies is

‘air assault’ capability. It is also a significant force multiplier in
conventional conflict. The present Indian requirement is of at
least one air assault brigade group with integral heli-lift
capability for offensive employment on India’s periphery.
Ideally, this capability should have been in place by the end of
the 12th Defence Plan period 2012-17. This brigade should be
capable of short-notice deployment in India’s extended
neighbourhood by air and sea. Comprising three specially
trained air assault battalions, integral firepower component,
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combat service support and logistics support units, the
brigade group should be based on Chinook CH-47 and MI-17
transport helicopters. It should have the guaranteed
firepower and support of two to three flights of attack and
reconnaissance helicopters and one flight of UCAVs.
The air assault brigade group should be armed, equipped

and trained to secure threatened islands, seize an air head
and capture an important objective inside the adversary’s
territory such as a key bridge that is critical to furthering
operations in depth. It should also be equipped and trained to
operate as part of international coalition forces for speedy
military interventions. To make it effective, it will have to be
provided air and sealift capability and a high volume of
battlefield air support by the IAF and the navy till its
deployment area comes within reach of the artillery
component of ground forces. Since the raising of such a
potent brigade group will be a highly expensive proposition,
its components will need to be very carefully structured to get
optimum value for money.
Simultaneously, efforts should commence to raise a

division-size rapid reaction force, of which the first air assault
brigade group mentioned above should be a part, by the end
of the 13th Defence Plan period 2017-22. The second brigade
group of the Rapid Reaction Division (RRD) should have
amphibious capability with the necessary transportation
assets being acquired and held by the Indian Navy, including
landing and logistics ships. One brigade group in Southern
Command has been recently designated as an amphibious
brigade; this brigade group could be suitably upgraded. The
amphibious brigade should be self-contained for 15 days of
sustained intervention operations. The third brigade of the
RRD should be lightly equipped for offensive and defensive
employment in the plains and the mountains as well as jungle
and desert terrain. All the brigade groups and their ancillary
support elements should be capable of transportation by
land, sea and air.
With the exception of the amphibious brigade, the RRD

should be logistically self-contained for an initial deployment
period of 15 to 20 days with limited daily replenishment. The
infrastructure for such a division, especially strategic air lift,
attack helicopters, heli-lift and landing ship capability, will
entail heavy capital expenditure to establish and fairly large
recurring costs to maintain. However, it is an inescapable
requirement and funds will need to be found for such a force
by innovative management of the defence budget and
additional budgetary support. The second RRD should be
raised over the 14th and 15th Defence Plans by about 2032
when India’s regional responsibilities would have grown
considerably. Unless planning for the creation of such
capabilities begins now, the formations will not be available
when these are required to be employed.
Special Forces support from all three Services should be

available to the RRDs on as required basis, for both
conventional conflict and intervention operations. The

airborne force projection capability that India has at present
is that of the Independent Parachute Brigade based at Agra.
Since the organisational structure of this brigade is more
suitable for conventional operations, this brigade should be
retained as an Army HQ reserve for strategic employment
behind enemy lines to further the operations of ground forces
that are expected to link up with it in an early time frame.
However, when necessary, the brigade could be allotted to the
RRD for short durations to carry out specific tasks.
A permanent tri-Service headquarters equivalent to a

Corps HQ should also be raised under HQ Integrated Defence
Staff for continuous threat assessment and operational
planning and to provide C4I2SR support to the RRDs and
their firepower, combat service and logistics support
components. The HQ should also be suitably staffed with a
skeleton civilian component comprising diplomats, civic
affairs personnel and disaster relief staff. This component
should be beefed up when the task force is ordered to be
deployed. Unless planning for the creation of the capabilities
that are necessary begins now, these potent fighting echelons
will not be available when these are likely to be required.
India’s area of strategic interest now extends from the

South China Sea in the east to the Horn of Africa in the west.
With these capabilities in place, it will be clear to potential
adversaries that India will not hesitate to intervene in
conjunction with its strategic partners if its vital national
interests are threatened. Effective deterrence equals victory
without a shot being fired. This would be true against state
actors. Non-state actors have different motivations and are
not easily deterred.

—Brigadier Gurmeet Kanwalis Distinguished Fellow,
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA), New Delhi

and Adjunct Fellow, Centre for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), Washington, D.C. He is former Director,

Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi. His
books include Nuclear Defence: Shaping the Arsenal; and,

Indian Army: Vision 2020.
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SECURING ISLAND TERRITORIES

It is not often remembered
that India’s eastern coastline
does not run from
Sunderbans to Kanya
Kumari, but is actually a
thousand kilometres to its
east. The Andaman &
Nicobar Islands stretch 800
kms from north to south.
East Island and Landfall
Islands in the north are
barely 20 kms from
Myanmar’s famous Coco

islands, often seen as China’s entry point in the Bay of Bengal.
The southernmost point of Great Nicobar Island is around 140
kms from Banda Aceh in Sumatra (Indonesia), and just 30 kms
off the main shipping route leading to the Malacca Straits.
Around one third of global trade, one quarter of global oil flows
and over two-thirds of China’s oil imports passes through these
Straits.
There are 572 islands, islets and rocks; census lists 36

inhabited islands but in around half of such inhabited islands,
there is only a police or forest post. Due to wind and sea
conditions, most of the habitations are on the eastern sides of
the islands and large sections of North, Middle, South & Little
Andamans, and Great Nicobar have absolutely no human
presence. Nor are these areas easily accessible from the land
side.
Though a conscious policy was taken in the early 1950’s to

populate the islands, this was later given up by the end of the
1960s. Consequently, large numbers of displaced persons from
erstwhile East Pakistan were brought to the Andaman Islands
from relief camps in Odisha and settled as agriculturists. There
were smaller groups of settlers from Andhra Pradesh
(fishermen) and Kerala. Consequent on the repatriation of
plantation Tamils from Sri Lanka as part of the Shastri-Srimavo
accord (1964), over 100 such families were settled on Katchal
Island, part of the (restricted) tribal areas of the Nicobars, for
whom a rubber plantation was set up. (These have now grown

to over 350 Tamil families in legal limbo, ineligible for Islander
identity cards necessary for availing of many facilities like
reserved seats in higher education institutions etc.). A similar
number of ex-servicemen families was settled in Great Nicobar
Island, over six villages especially established for them outside
the tribal areas. Incidentally, India’s southern-most point falls in
Great Nicobar, which was hard hit by the 2004 Tsunami.
The population of the Andaman & Nicobar Islands, which

saw decadal population increases of almost 50 per cent, seems
to have stabilised at around 4 lakh. The population of the
Andaman Islands is highly cosmopolitan, with Hindi, Bengali,
Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam spoken widely with Hindi as the
lingua franca. Heath and education indicators are far above the
national average. Though there are three general colleges, an
engineering college and a medical college has also been
established recently, tens of thousands of school graduates go to
mainland India for higher studies. In the absence of
employment opportunities, most, especially those with
professional qualifications do not come back. Instead, there is a
flow of manual labour into the islands since the high per capita
income means a shortage of labour.
The islands are home to India’s only unified joint services

command, with the three services holding the post of
commander-in-chief by rotation. Port Blair has a relative
concentration of defence assets. There is an Air Force Station at
Car Nicobar with minimal assets – it had seen huge casualties in
the tsunami and is slowly rebuilding its infrastructure. There are
air strips at Diglipur (North Andamans) and at Campbell Bay
(Great Nicobar Island), which would need upgradation to
handle bigger aircrafts. The Navy has declared the latter as a
naval air station but that is basically aspirational at present.
There is the presence of an army establishment at Birchgunj,
just outside Port Blair.
The biggest challenge facing the Andaman & Nicobar

Command (ANC) is that being a joint command, it is nobody’s
responsibility. Leaving the Coast Guard aside for a moment,
none of the three services see it as integral to their planning.
Hence, there is reluctance to transfer assets - ships, aircrafts,
battalions, artillery - to the ANC. The ANC is the responsibility of
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the Integrated Headquarters, which is still in an incipient stage.
The net result is that though the ANC prepared acquisition plan
has been approved by the government, the actual flow in assets
is at an early stage and it will be almost a decade when the
Command would be properly equipped. The Malaysian airlines
MH 370, which flew over the airspace of the islands, coming
quite close to the main islands, remained undetected since the
main tracking station was shut down at night.  This reflects the
state of defence preparedness.
It must be appreciated that the exclusive economic zone

(EEZ) of the islands is 1,80,000 sq. kms, almost one third of
India’s 6,00,000 sq. km EEZ. In earlier years, fishing trawlers
from Thailand and even distant Taiwan used to regularly poach
in these waters. In recent years, Myanmarese fishers harvest sea
cucumbers, which serves the lucrative Chinese market. At
certain times, there are over 1000 Myanmarese fishers in
custody awaiting trial/undergoing imprisonment, including
many repeat offenders. Ever so often, desperate Rohingyas’,
trying to reach Malaysia, Australia and other countries wash up
on the Andaman shores. Till now, none of these have posed a
threat to national interests or security. But we should not wait
for an incident to then focus on the security and development
challenges of the islands. Therefore, the defence ministry
should prioritise the acquisition and transfer of assets to make
the ANC, minimally functional.
Lack of connectivity, physical and virtual, is the primary

development challenge that must be addressed. Port Blair
airport used to shut down by 12 noon due to lack of ATC staff till
recently; the Navy has since added more staff and it operates
round the clock. Due to lack of competition, it is often more
expensive to travel to Port Blair from Kolkata and Chennai than
it is to go to Thailand and stay there for three days. Most inter-
island journeys, except in the main Andaman group, is by ships.
There has been inadequate investment as a result often there is
crisis due to lack of ship availability. The Andaman
administration runs helicopter services linking different parts of
the islands by hiring the services of Pawan Hans. And some
areas are covered by an amphibious aircraft. Since there are air
strips at different locations, it makes much more sense to run
fixed-wing services that carry more passengers, are economic
and are safer
Internet connectivity outside Port Blair is patchy, and

practically non-existent in the Nicobar Islands. This is because
the islands are on the edge of ISRO satellites’ footprints. Having
dedicated satellites makes little sense because of the large scale
redundancy and paradoxical need for back-up. It makes much
more sense to take branch cables from undersea cables running
between Chennai and Singapore. Improved connectivity would
not only lead to better quality of life and improved security
preparedness but can be used to leverage the growth of tourism.
The tourism potential of these islands includes world class
beaches, water sports, high-end diving, game fishing and dense
equatorial forests. Even the tribals of Nicobar, so far sheltered
from the outside world through restrictions on movement, are

increasingly asking for opening up tourism that would create
jobs. Presently, blanket one-size fits-all environmental
regulations restrict development works over most of the
territory, 92 per cent of which are forests. In fact, the
environmental ministry had turned down the defence request
for clearance for a radar facility on Narcondam Island;
fortunately, the change in government had led to the clearance
being given. It must be understood that smart regulation could
drive growth and sustainability.
The location of the islands so close to the main shipping

routes presents another opportunity – that of transhipment
facilities and ship repairs at Campbell Bay (Great Nicobar
Island). This port could serve ports on the eastern coast of India
as well as ports in Bangladesh, Myanmar and western ports of
Thailand. 
It is clear that the old approach of keeping these islands

isolated has not worked. The absence of human presence
means that it is relatively easy for outsiders to take shelter in our
waters and in our islands. Such intrusion has been benign till
now but in changed circumstances – an active China in our
neighbourhood, the spread of jihadi terrorism and related

growth of Wahhabism among Muslim communities of
Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, means that India’s
approach must change to meet these challenges. In fact, the
government must now proactively push economic
development in the national interest. The bottom line is that
converting the islands into an economic dynamo backed by a
strengthened defence establishment would not only be India’s
robust outer defence ring, but more importantly, enable India to
project its power into the broader Indo-Pacific space.

An IAS officer of the 1979 batch, Mr Shakti Sinha has held
positions in different capacities at the federal, provincial and

local levels, including as Private Secretary to the former Prime
Minister, Shri A.B. Vajpayee, as head of Delhi’s power utility,

Finance Secretary in Delhi Provincial Government, and as
Chief Secretary of the Andaman government, among others.

He took up voluntary retirement in 2013. Presently, he is
Director, Nehru Memorial Museum and Trust, New Delhi.

SECURING ISLAND TERRITORIES
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INDO-VIETNAM REATIONS

The new context of India-
Vietnam development
cooperation in defence and
security needs to be seen in the
context of historical relations
that exist between the two
countries. It dates back to 2nd
century AD, wherein the Indic
Cham Pa Kingdom had influence
on the Vietnamese society in
their culture and art. Thereafter,

both countries went through repeated periods of occupation by
outsiders which precluded any independent decision making
towards stepping up the bilateral ties.
India supported independence of Vietnam from the French

occupation. Later, the U.S. action in Vietnam was strongly
condemned by India. India was one of the very few non
communist countries to support Vietnam in its war against
Cambodia. The close relationship that the leaders of two
countries, Mr Ho Chi Minh and Mr Jawahar Lal Nehru enjoyed
is well known.
In 1975, India granted Most Favoured Nation status to

Vietnam in all her trade cooperation. This was further cemented
by Bilateral Investment Promotion Agreement in 1997. The
development cooperation continued to improve in terms of
trade inching upto USD 395.68 million. A joint declaration on
comprehensive cooperation was signed in 2003. Subsequent to
this declaration the development cooperation was expanded to
information technology, education, space, direct air links and
relaxed visa regulations. It has been progressive increment
which reflects the continuation of close relationship that the
two countries have maintained. The expansion of trade list has
kept pace with India’s own development. Every field in which
India has gained improvement has been shared with Vietnam.
By 2015, the bilateral trade stood at USD9 billion, which is likely
too increase to USD 15 billion by year 2020.
Vietnam-India ties have existed over centuries; therefore it is

a natural progression for these two countries to take their
bilateral relationship to the next level of engagement which
must address the changing dynamics of the region and address
shared interests of  convergence. The bilateral relations are like
a floating platform which needs to be moored with the support
of many columns, otherwise, on a single column support, the

platform would be prone to instability caused by turbulence of
geopolitics. Multifaceted support makes relationships more
stable which is capable of withstanding any storm. In the year
2000, the then Indian Defence Minister, Mr George Fernandes
had said “Vietnam is India’s most trusted friend and ally”. He
also suggested India’s access to Cam Ranh Bay naval and air
bases to provide training and exposure to advanced weapon
systems.
The 2003 Joint Declaration of India Vietnam Strategic

Relationship called for cooperation in the field ofnuclear power,
enhanced regional security and fighting terrorism,
transnational crimes and drug trafficking. What then is the
context of the next level of strategic relationship? What could be
the reasons of elevating the present levels of cooperation?

Trajectory of Cooperation
First, is the centuries old convergence between cultures of the
two countries and shared views of the leaders e.g. Ho Chi Minh
and Jawahar Lal Nehru, Buddhism, Indian support on various
occasions of each other’s period of difficulties, etc.
Second, there has been significant increase in bilateral trade

which stood at USD 9 billion, as per GoI data at the end of FY
2014-15 and is set to increase to USD 15 billion by 2020. Third,
there is an agreement on reducing the trade barriers and
gradually remove it in the framework of WTO.
Fourth, opening of Bank of India branch in Vietnam,

operation of direct flights between the two countries to increase
people to people contact,India-Vietnam sharing of white
Shipping data agreement, major investments by Tata Power and
ILFS Transportation Network for operation and maintenance of
Hanoi Haiphong expressway would lead to long term
association.
Fifth, important strategic cooperation is in the field of

exploration of hydrocarbons. OVL and ESSAR have major
interest in the energy sector, which enhances energy security of
the two countries and needs to be protected against traditional
and non traditional maritime threats for improving wellbeing of
our people.

Strategic Orientation
There has been significant reorientation in the Indo-Asia Pacific
in last few years. The Chinese assertiveness in the South China
Sea, drawdown of U.S. forces from Afghanistan, the emergence

INDIA-VIETNAM COOPERATION
ON DEFENCE AND SECURITY

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM and Bar
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of ISIS, the upscaling of terror and racial violence world over, the
turbulence in economy due to slowdown of the Chinese
economy, British exit from European Union, etc. are some of the
major changes which have impacted upon peace and stability
the world over. The rebalancing of U.S. strategic interests to the
Indo-Asia Pacific, has reassured many countries of overall
security cover in these periods of turbulence, both economic
and military. 60 percent of U.S. assets are expected to get
redeployed to the Indo-Asia Pacific by the year 2020. 
The recent judgement of the Tribunal of the PCA on the case

filed by Philippines has demolished China’s ‘historical claims’ in
South China Sea and reaffirmed the EEZ definition with respect
to islands, reefs and rocks and has reestablished faith of
maritime nations in rule-based world order. However, the
rejection of the judgement by China has put a question mark on
her claim for rise to superpower status in the near future
without the adherence to rule based system of the world. From
the existing construct of unipolarity, China is challenging to
create a Cold War period construct of a bipolar world. Many
emerging powers are seeking new regional security and
strategic alliances to create multi polarity to prevent dividing
the world in two groups and this is where views of India and
Vietnam converge on shared interest.
The India Vietnam ties received a boost on 3 September2016,

when Prime Minister Modi paid a visit to Hanoi ahead of the G
20 summit at Hangzou, China. The message to China is clear, if
the Chinese continue to arm Pakistan and do not take note of
Indian concerns on terrorism from PoK, India will have no
reason of restraint. Twelve pacts were signed by the two
countries stating “Vietnam is a strong pillar of India’s act east
policy”. Mr Modi said “our bilateral ties are based on strong

mutual trust, understanding and convergence of views on
various regional and global issues.”
During the above visit of Prime Minister Modi, India has

agreed to provide line of credit of USD 500 million for sourcing
more military hardware. What will constitute this line of credit is
yet to emerge. Vietnam Navy is keen to acquire a Brahmos fitted
frigate on lease, which could provide them good training value
in handling a major warship as well as Brahmos SSM.Contract
was signed for four fast offshore vessels built by L&T for Vietnam
Border Guards. This is in addition to a USD 100 million credit
signed earlier. The Defence cooperation has now been
enhanced to a comprehensive strategic partnership. The pacts
cover defence, IT, space, cyber security and sharing white
shipping data. Space agreement takes forward a decision which
allows India to set up satellite tracking and imaging station
which will give Hanoi and Delhi an eye over entire South China
Sea. A grant of USD 5 million for setting up Army Software Park
at Telecom University in Nha Trang will be set up.
What lies ahead is stronger Defence ties between the two

countries who have historic convergence and would make
China sit upright and not ignore Indian concerns in the
neighbourhood and elsewhere. Indian approach to rebalance to
new world order is clearly veering towards multipolarity in
which regional and sub regional alliances would emerge
without becoming a conduit in big power rivalry in a bipolar
format which China is articulating.

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM and Bar is
the former FOC-in-C Western Naval Command. A version of
this article appeared earlier in Forceindia.net. This article has

been adapted for SALUTE by the author
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CPEC

An off the cuff remark by a
General of the Pakistan
Army has set an interesting
debate hyphenated by the
media with speculation of
Pakistan keen to shun deep
set hostility and start a new
dawn of friendly
coexistence by sending
feelers to India to join
China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). The
credibility to this
hypothesis gained ground
with the Chinese

establishment also supporting such a move through their
media. Pakistan hobnobbing with Russia to join CPEC
alongside their recent proactive military diplomacy also
indicates new political convergences in transformational
shifts in regional political flux. In India there is always an
optimism on such positive developments which may lead
Pakistan to see reason and de-escalate their futile anti India
rhetoric. The Indian media and strategic community also got
another sensitive and sensational subject to discuss around.
The ensuing analysis is devoted to this new buzz in the
environment.

There is no denying that, off late there seems to be an
undercurrent within Pakistan to mend the fence, in contrast
to their perpetual denial syndrome concerning anything
Indian. Is it a change of heart realising futility of their
emotional negativity towards India, or is the civil society
seeking opportunities to delink from hyped up incorrect
narratives by politico-military dispensation? The latter is
reflective in frequent political debates in Pakistani media,
exhorting on virtues of Indian economic success stories as
against Pakistani economic mess, despite inheriting similar
fundamentals at the time of partition of the Indian sub
continent. CPEC is the biggest politico-economic investment
that Pakistan has made so far and has potential to be a game
changer to reviving their economy. Hence, a feel of optimism
and hope to improve environmental synergy in the region. 

CPEC is primarily a Chinese concept with an aim to
facilitate transportation of their energy supplies avoiding
perceived vulnerabilities while crossing Indian Ocean.
Besides this, they aspire to have a naval base at Gwadar port
as another link to their “String of Pearls” in the Indian Ocean
as their strategic objective. They are also looking at taking
advantage of this shorter overland route to get connected to
their markets world over to expand their trade. China may
also be interested in increasing their volume of trade with
India through this land route in a future time frame. Whereas,
the reported Russian inclination to participate appears to be
more for political reasons to get an access to Indian Ocean for
another bridge head for power projection as they nurture
global ambitions. CPEC also offers them opportunity to
engage in trade with two large economies, namely China and
India, besides other regions of Indo-Pacific.

Besides above, the land locked countries of Eurasia and
Central Asia would have opportunities to reach out to China
and South Asian markets wherein India is one of the biggest
markets for their goods and services. Therefore, participation
of India would be a motivator to all other countries as it
makes economic sense. However, in order to connect to
CPEC, countries other than China have to pass through
Afghanistan which has severe security connotations. Hence,
political stability of Afghanistan is a prerequisite for any way
forward to motivate these countries to join the CPEC scheme.
Both Russia and China are known to be in touch with the
Taliban in this regards and they are trying to involve Pakistan
also as they have substantial influence over them.

Since there are shorter, secure and more convenient routes
available via Iran to access Indian Ocean and India, Pakistan
is likely to be under pressure to facilitate land route to India in
order to optimise economic benefits to potential participants.
Afghanistan has already expressed their reservations against
Pakistan policy of restricting trade with India through land
route. Accordingly, in case such an opportunity is denied by
Pakistan, their motivation to participate in CPEC may get
affected to some extent. The feelers emanating from Pakistan
as regards Indian participation in CPEC may be part of this
economic prudence. However, there are no official indicators
of such an inclination or a proposal from Pakistan so far. 

CPEC: A POLITICAL CALL: 
INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Lt Gen Rameshwar Yadav, PVSM, AVSM, VSM
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On the face of it, India stands to gain in getting connected
to CPEC communication net work as it has positive economic
synergies. It is a gateway to the markets of land locked Central
Asia, West Asia, Eurasia and Europe besides China and
Pakistan. There would also be multiple options for Indian
manufacturing hubs located in Northern India to service their
markets world over due to access to additional Pakistani
ports. Moreover, given the large distances of Chinese
manufacturing hubs, Indian industry stands to advantage in
price sensitive markets of West Asia, CARs and Africa due to
lower logistics costs. The CPEC would also facilitate India to
access energy resources of Central and West Asia through
shorter landand multiple sea routes, resulting in economies
of scale. The new trade routes format would be generally
same as it was during British period with seamless linkages all
across the region and contiguous continents.

Increase in trade links would also be in sync with our
policy of economic engagement and people to people contact
to resolve our political issues with our belligerent neighbours.
As far as China is concerned, we have a substantial trade

worth USD 70 billion as on date and likely to further increase
as indicated recently by the leaders of both the countries.
Whereas, despite India having accorded Pakistan the MNF
status, the latter does not seem to be taking advantage of
positivity of Indian intentions due to their political
intransigence. There are mutually benefitting economic
synergies for Pakistan in engaging with India as both the
countries have same cultural milieu and similar felt needs for
consumer goods and services. 

It certainly sounds good but the devil lies in details. To start
with, India was never part of this trade corridor as evident in
its nomenclature. While both the proponents have a pattern
of deceit and denial coupled with occasional military
overtures as part of their diplomacy, yet they are sending
signals to India to join their band wagon sounds
unconvincing.  Interestingly, Pakistan has made a General
based at Baluchistan, where Gwadar port is located, to
prompt India to join the CPEC keeping ruling dispensation
out of such a proposal for obvious political ambiguity. Since
Generals have overbearing say in matters of governance in
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Pakistan, they probably have chosen to package the idea in a
quasi official way through social media to initiate a debate
and test the response on this issue. The Chinese media also
highlighted the virtues of joining the CPEC mechanism,
thereby indicating their complicity in the entire affair.
Whereas, it is amply clear that this is yet another gimmick to
score a political point through their well known deceptive
diplomacy to attain a moral high ground against India.
Therefore, there is something amiss in this game plan.

The crux of matter is that the CPEC passes through Indian
territory under dispute with Pakistan, hence India has
opposed this scheme from the very beginning. It is in fact, an
outright violation of Indian sovereignty both by Pakistan as
well as China - a repeat of 1963 when Pakistan ceded
Shaksgam Valley to China in a similar manner. It appears that
Pakistan has chosen to exploit the politicoeconomic
aspirations of China to their political benefit. Therefore, it is
politically unacceptable to India as it would create a
modicum of legitimacy over territories controlled by them in
POK. This probably seems to be their main aim, besides their
apprehensions of security of Karakoram Highway, which
happens to be within striking distance from Indian side of the
LOC. Hence, the ongoing exercise to make India also a party
to it.

The USD 46 billion investment by China for CPEC is
actually a loan to Pakistan by Chinese financial institutions
which needs to be repaid later. Realising the gravity of
internal security situation, political opposition, and ethnic
dissent in Gilgit Baltistan and Baluchistan, China is getting
apprehensive of recovery of their financial dues and realising
full potential of this trade corridor. Therefore, it appears to be
an opportunist move to involve other countries to share the
costs by highlighting the benefits of joining the scheme.
Accordingly, China is probably prompting and encouraging
Pakistan to extend the invite to other possible interested
parties including India to sustain financial buoyancy of the
project which may run into trouble in their calculations.

There is an economic flux world over, wherein Russia is
under recession, China is facing a tough competition to retain
their growth rates, and majority of countries in Asia and
Europe are all looking for opportunities to revive their
stagnant economies. As a result, a sense of desperation is
getting hyphenated in the international economic arena with
a cut throat competition even at the cost of realigning
political synergies amongst traditional allies. The hard reality
is that a few countries who have been supporting  Indian
cause in the past may fall for the Pakistani bait as Indian
political sensibilities have little significance when it comes to
their own national interests. Russia, an old friend of India has
reported to have given indications of acceptance of Pakistani
invite to join CPEC. They have gone a step ahead by indulging
in an aggressive military diplomacy to fill up the emerging
strategic gap with apparently decreasing US patronage to
Pakistan. 

There are two basic fundamentals missing in the CPEC
frame work to make it a success story. Firstly, the scheme
happens to be conditional as regards to security connotations
due to situation in Afghanistan, POK and Baluchistan.
Secondly, there are voices of dissent within Pakistan who do
not favour such an overbearing Chinese presence, as they fear
that it would affect their economy and autonomy as a nation
state in times to come. Therefore, the much advertised CPEC
as a game changer for regional development is still ina realms
of speculation as it has reasonably high imponderables and
friction areas as of now.

India already has sufficient economic synergies in the
markets likely to be served by the CPEC. Moreover, the
upcoming Chabahar port in Iran provides access to
Afghanistan and central Asia without going through Pakistan.
It is barely 70 km from Gwadar and at a distance of 900 km
from Mudra port, hence offsets the advantages of joining the
CPEC to large extent. The Government of India has enhanced
financial allocation to Chabahar project from Rs 50 crore to
Rs 150 crore in the budget to speed up its construction. In
addition to Chabahar axis, the North- South corridor through
Iran provides connectivity right upto Eurasia including
Russia. These trade corridors would provide the requisite
communication net work for trade with comparative security
and logistical ease.

In consequence, there is no rationale and logic in joining
an unproven scheme which is primarily conceived to take
care of Chinese energy and trade interests, wherein they have
roped in gullible and vulnerable strategically weak Pakistan.
Moreover, the negative narrative in Pakistan of last six
decades against India cannot be wished away to do free trade
with them, or through them. Let’s not forget that Pakistan
derailed Iran-Pakistan-India gas pipeline project to fructify
despite they agreeing to it all through negotiations earlier.
History is a reckoner that Pakistan cannot be relied upon due
to high duplicity quotient not only in dealing with India, but
also with other countries including global powers.

The Pakistani invite (if there is one?) to join the CPEC can
wait till there is a genuine reconciliation and a paradigm shift
in their approach towards India. That would take a long time,
if it does happen, hence need to ignore the hype on this issue
and concentrate on our national priorities without Pakistan
on our economic scene.

—Lt Gen. Rameshwar Yadav is a veteran Infantry officer,
with hands on experience of combat contingencies in all

sectors of the Indian Army and tri-service joint operations.As
Director General of Infantry he has been closely associated

with strategic level decision making as regards to
management of largest combat component of the Armed
forces and has contributed towards force structuring and

modernisation of the Indian Army.The General is a regular
contributor towards national security and international

strategic issues.
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India’s bureaucracy is
notorious for inventing
outrageous ways of self-
aggrandisement. However,
nothing demonstrates its
unbridled audacity for
disregarding all civilised
norms of probity than the
disreputable Non Functional
Financial Upgradation (NFFU)
scheme. One must doff one’s
hat to the ingenuity of the
bureaucracy to loot the
nation. Simultaneously, the

political leadership needs to be pitied for a total lack of spine
to check this blatant delinquency. Bureaucracy rules the
roost.

The Sixth Central Pay Commission, in its March 2008
report, recommended introduction of NFFU to reward civil
servants of 49 ‘Organised Central Group A Civil Services’ with
automatic time-bound pay promotions till the Higher
Administrative Grade. Subsequently, it was made applicable
to the Indian Police Service (IPS) and the Indian Forest
Service (IFoS). Its stated purpose is to “alleviate stagnation in
the civil services”.

Opinion in the Seventh Central Pay Commission was
divided. The Chairman felt the NFFU should continue
because it had “existed for the last 10 years”, while two
distinguished members faulted its basic premise and
recommended its total withdrawal.The pusillanimous
government decided to continue with NFFU.

NFFU implies that whenever any IAS officer of a particular
batch is promoted to a specific grade pay in pay bands PB-3
or PB-4, grant of higher pay scale on non-functional basis
should be granted to the officers belonging to batches of
‘Organised Central Group A Civil Services’ senior by two

years.
For better understanding, let us take an actual case. On 22

August 2016, the first officer of the 1999 batch of IAS was
appointed as Joint Secretary in the Centre. It resulted in
simultaneous upgradation of all officers of the 1999 batch of
IAS and the 1997 batch of 49 ‘Organised Central Group A Civil
Services’ (along with IPS and IFoS) to joint secretary grade on
non-functional basis. Consequently, all of them started
earning pay of joint secretary from the said date, even while
continuing to perform functions of junior appointments.

The NFFU is by far the most blatant loot by the officialdom
anywhere in the world. There is no international precedent
for such a scheme. It is a malady of epidemic proportions and
has the potential of hollowing out all organs of the state. The
domino effect is already discernible. Initially, it was meant
only for 49 ‘Organised Central Group A Civil Services’. The IPS
and IFoS were soon added.

In September 2015, the Delhi High Court declared the
Central Armed Police Forces as organised services, thereby
entitling them to the NFFU. In its December 2016 verdict, the
principal bench of the Armed Forces Tribunal in New Delhi
allowed a petition by the armed forces demanding the NFFU,
thereby meeting their long-standing demand.

Right to equality of status and opportunity is enshrined in
Article 14 of the Constitution. Article 16 (1) is more specific
and states: “There shall be equality of opportunity for all
citizens in matters relating to employment or appointment to
any office under the State”. Thus, it will be difficult to deny the
NFFU to other government employees. The demand is
already being raised by the unorganised Group ‘A’ Services,
Group ‘B’ Services and Group ‘C’ Services. If alleviation of
stagnation is the sole justification for NFFU, their case is far
stronger as they have fewer opportunities for advancement. It
will not be long before State government employees demand
similar dispensation. The future is fraught with turmoil.

The NFFU suffers from serious fundamental infirmities.

NFFU: A SCAM OF 
UNIMAGINABLE PROPORTIONS

Major General Mrinal Suman

THE NFFU SUFFERS FROM SERIOUS FUNDAMENTAL INFIRMITIES. THE PROMOTIONS ARE INDEPENDENT OF ALL ADMINISTRATIVE
IMPERATIVES LIKE ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE, AVAILABILITY OF VACANCIES, JOB RESPONSIBILITY, SPAN OF CONTROL AND
CHALLENGES OF DECISION-MAKING. IT DELINKS PROMOTIONS FROM CAREER PROGRESSION, THEREBY COMPLETELY ABOLISHING THE
MERIT-BASED SELECTION SYSTEM. WITH ASSURED PROMOTIONS, THERE IS NO INCENTIVE TO EXCEL IN WORK. IT IS A FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLE THAT FINANCIAL REMUNERATIONS MUST RELATE TO THE RESPONSIBILITY BEING UNDERTAKEN.
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The promotions are independent of all administrative
imperatives like organisational structure, availability of
vacancies, job responsibility, span of control and challenges
of decision-making. It delinks promotions from career
progression, thereby completely abolishing the merit-based
selection system. With assured promotions, there is no
incentive to excel in work. It is a fundamental principle that
financial remunerations must relate to the responsibility
being undertaken. How can an official performing the duties
of joint secretary be given the pay scale of an additional
secretary? It is totally absurd.

By linking promotions to progression in IAS, it makes an
untenable attempt to equate all services. In addition, it
damages the structural edifice of all services. Through
promotions to entire batches, it bloats the central services
and makes them cylindrical in nature.

Worse, as pay scales decide parity in government services,
the NFFU has undermined the status of the defence forces
with disastrous effect on command and control. In mixed
organisations, citing NFFU pay scales, most civilian officials
refuse to obey their senior service officers.

Selection for higher levels needs to be merit-based, not
seniority-based. The NFFU negates this principle. In case
stagnation is a problem, the right way to solve it is through
cadre-review and not en masse promotions. Senior level
positions and pay scales should not be available to everybody

as a matter of course. In no other country can a employee
expect pay of a senior position while performing functions of
a junior position.

NFFU is symptomatic of the bureaucracy’s self-serving
arrogance with total disregard to basic norms of ethics and
principles. As it rewards mediocrity and encourages non-
performance, it has the potential to play havoc with financial
prudence, organisational efficiency and responsible
governance.

It is naive to expect the bureaucracy to shed the NFFU
voluntarily or the political leadership to crack the whip. The
honourable Supreme Court of the country is the only hope to
stop this shameful loot of the national exchequer. As the
NFFU is ‘malum in se’ (bad in law), it is an ideal case for being
taken up ‘suo moto’ by the top court.

Major General Mrinal Suman retired from the Indian
Army in 2003. He is India’s foremost expert in defence

procurement procedures and offsets and currently heads the
Defence Technical Assessment and Advisory Service of
Confederation of Indian Industry. This article was first

published in the New Indian Express of 10 February
(http:/ / www.newindianexpress.com/ opinions/ 2017/ feb/ 10/
the-unbridled-audacity-of-our-babus-1568923.html) and is

republished here with the permission of the Editor., New
Indian Express
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Much has been written and said
about the demonetisation move of
the government that was triggered
on midnight of November 8th of
2016. And yet, the ramifications of
the initiative is yet to be understood
in the larger context.
Demonetisation sucked out 86% by
value of currency notes from the
Indian economy, which is a highly
cash dependent economy for

monetary transactions.
Demonetisation is not a new tool and has been adopted in

India twice before in 1946 and 1978, albeit in a significantly
smaller scale. Demonetisation has also been used in other
countries such as Myanmar, Zimbabwe, UK, US, France,
England, Holland, etc. It was adopted in India purportedly for
two reasons, (a) for curtailing black money and (b) for curtailing
FICN (Fake Indian Currency Notes), crime and terrorism. It also
has an impact on the political process and influencing of voters
through cash incentives that impacts the cornerstone of
democracy – the fair judgment of the people.

If media reports are to be believed, then clearly,
demonetisation has had an undeniable significant impact on
FICN and on crime and terrorism, including human trafficking,
stone pelting, rioting etc. Each of these activities have apparently
come down significantly since demonetisation was effected.

To understand the impact of demonetisation on its primary
objective of curtailing black money, one needs to understand the
mechanisms of (a) generation of black money, (b) transmission
of black money and (c) hoarding of black money.

Black money is generated either because of income from
illegitimate activities such as crime, rent-seeking, corruption etc
or because of tax (indirect taxes or direct taxes) not been paid on
sales or income generated from legitimate sources such as
property transactions, transactions of good and services etc.
Illegitimate wealth is also acquired through transfer mispricing,
round tripping, leveraging treaty loopholes and these become
white money if the process is undetected and if tax is eventually
paid on it as declared legitimate income. As per the World Bank
estimates, black money in India in 2007 constituted 23% of the
economy. Subsequent estimates, using the same model, shows
that the proportion of black money in India had sharply risen to

over 30% of the economy by 2014. However, all these are
estimates and by definition, the amount of black money is not
known with any level of certainty. But what is largely agreed
upon is that the black money is a considerable part of the total
Indian economy and clearly, it is intertwined with the white
economy. It is akin to cancer wherein taking out the cancerous
parts also impacts the healthy parts of the body. Therefore, any
action to curb black money, needs to be done with deep analysis
of its impact.

India recently became the fifth largest economy in the world,
surpassing the UK’s economy. If the black part of the Indian
economy is added to the total Indian economy, Indian economy
would surpass Germany’s economy to become the fourth largest
economy in the world, and would become the third largest
economy by 2020, surpassing Japan.

Black money is transmitted primarily in the form of cash, but
is also reportedly transmitted in the form of gold, benami
properties and foreign assets. Therefore, any step to curb black
money transmission, would need to impact all these
mechanisms of transmitting black, with the primary target being
large cash transmissions.

Finally, black money is stored in five key asset classes. These
are (a) cash, (b) gold, (c) real estate, especially benami, (d)
benami stocks and mutual funds and (e) foreign assets. Hence,
any realistic assault on black money would need to target all
these asset classes.Clearly, demonetisation apparently only
targets cash in hand. In addition, as per the popular
commentary, demonetisation does not impact the other asset
classes of black money. However, contrary to the popular
commentary, this is not necessarily true. 

Demonetisation impacts all asset classes of black money. This
is because when black money is to be used eventually, it would
be used to pay someone. That would imply that in most cases,
the asset class needs to be converted into cash or gold to be paid.
As large cash transactions would imply transacting with hoarded
cash which becomes a difficult proposition after demonetisation
or would imply withdrawal of large amounts of cash from banks,
which also becomes a difficult proposition in the transformed
government systems. In addition, the regulations on purchase of
gold would also tighten large amount of conversion of any other
black asset classes to gold. So clearly, demonetisation will have
impact on all asset classes of black money by choking the
transmission of the money, which primarily would happen

DEMYSTIFYING THE
DEMONETISATION DEMON

Jaijit Bhattacharya
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through cash or through gold. However, it may not stop
transmission of black money through transfer of real estate or
foreign assets. But such transactions would be difficult as the
value of the real estate may be more or less than the value of
black money that is to be transmitted.

Clearly, to further tighten the operating envelope around
black money, more steps need to be taken besides just
demonetisation. Cash and gold are getting targeted by existing
legal and regulatory steps. But what about real estate and foreign
assets? In what has emerged from the last radio address for the
year 2016, the Prime Minister has made it clear that the Benami
property act that was passed in 1988, but was never notified, will
get notified in the form of Benami Transactions (Prohibition)
Amendment Act, 2016. The act would provide teeth for using
modern analytics to track down and choke out black money
stocked in benami real estate. It may not be easy, given the issues
with property systems in place, that are deed based and not title
based. However, it would allow the initiation of the process of
squeezing out benami from real estate.

Similarly, the Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA)
with 13 countries, in addition to the reported information
exchange agreement with Switzerland, is expected to tighten the
flow of black money into foreign assets and to uncover existing
black money stashed away in foreign assets.

The triangulation of all these information sources, in addition
to information of consumption by individuals in the form of
foreign trips, purchase of high value items etc, will be used to
find mismatches between declared incomes and detected
incomes, helping the government machinery to further
clampdown on the generation, transmission and storage of
black money assets.

In addition, a slew of regulatory measures will provide
significant disincentives to tax avoidance. GST being the first of
the lot, which will ensure that indirect tax avoidance is dis-
incentivised and curbed. Other regulatory measures include
GAAR (General Anti Avoidance Regulation) for dis-incentivising
tax avoidance structures, POEM (Place of Effective
Management) to curb tax avoidance that leverages cross border
tax arbitrages etc. It is also expected that direct tax rates will be
rationalised to reduce burden on the 3% who file direct tax
returns (and an even smaller number of the 3% actually pay any
direct taxes) and incentivise others to start paying their direct tax
share. 

The process also provides greater regulatory teeth to dealing
with any future discovery of cash stashes as even purportedly
legal sources of income such as agricultural income, cannot be
cited as reasons to have a cash hoarding as it is illegal to take out
large sums of cash from the bank. So it seems logical to believe
that even if some people may have connived with the bank staff
to convert their old cash hoardings into new cash hoardings, it
would be a matter of time that this black money gets caught or it
stays unusable.

The process of squeezing out black money from the economy
will not come without a cost. As the large number of digital have-

nots do not have access to digital money and are
overwhelmingly dependent on cash for daily transactions, it is
going to cause considerable hardship to this lot till they move
into the formal banking systems and get empowered by semi-
digital interfaces such as Aadhar based payments wherein only
their thumbprint would enable them to make a payment,
making plastic cards or smart phones irrelevant for payments. Of
course, the entity receiving the payments need to have the
requisite digital assets to receive the payments. In the process,
India will emerge as a global powerhouse in fintech solutions
and can export the same to other economies, including the
advanced economies.

Demonetisation may also increase the NPA’s (bad loans) of
banks as more assets may become non-performing due to
reduced demand for goods and services in the short run. Also,
reducing availability of black money itself will impact sectors
that attracted large black money spends such as luxury products,
tourism etc. This again would impact the economy negatively.
One can already see the impact it is having on the wedding
industry, where the weddings have become significantly muted.
However, this can also be viewed as a positive equalisation effect
in the society as the crass show of wealth was driving a wedge
between the haves and have-nots and creating considerable
dissonance in the social fabric.

This is also perhaps one of the reasons why there appears to
be a strong groundswell of support from the masses, despite
being negatively impacted in the short run.The larger positive
impact of the demonetisation move will be in the form of
reduced cost of capital as the unproductively lying cash assets
are now available with the banks to redeploy for productive use.
In addition, with the fall in real estate costs, it would incentivise
industries to borrow capital and leverage lower cost of real-estate
to start new ventures that would employ more people and create
jobs. 

As mentioned earlier, demonetisation will also have a positive
impact by reducing the distortion in democracy brought in
through vote buying through cash. It would now be difficult to
pay large number of people anonymously without using cash
and it would be difficult to hoard large amounts of cash. This
may motivate people to vote for the right reasons and not
because of cash incentives. This may bring in better governance
as the country moves forward.

In summary, the verdict on the demonetisation initiative
would be the measure of the black money reduced compared to
the red bottom lines that may be incurred by companies and by
individuals. But the impact of black money will not be confined
to the realm of economics. It would definitely have an impact on
the thought process and attitude of the people, the social fabric,
the corporations and the politics of the nation.

—Jaijit Bhattacharya is a noted Government transformation
expert and is Partner at KPMG. He is also President of Centre

for Digital Economy Policy Research (C-DEP)and Adjunct
Professor at IIT Delhi.
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When I took over the command of a
Rashtriya Rifles unit, my opening
lines during my first Sainik
Sammelan were, “Thambi (My
young brothers), I do not want any
one of my soldiers to lay down their
lives for the nation”. I paused! The
Subedar Major looked at me with
disbelief, believing I had
committed sacrilege, as every
commander expected that a

trained and motivated soldier must be ready to sacrifice his
all for the nation. But before the troops could think otherwise,
I added, “I want you to make our adversaries lay down their
lives for their cause and their nation”. The message was clear:
we have to be better, proactive and lethal. The focus was on
intelligence based operations to strike first and eliminate the
threat. We had to train hard and master the art of fighting
terrorists with better skills.

On 13 May 2004 we lost Sepoy Ajith in an encounter in
close vicinity to Dori Mahal forest. It was a painful blow to me.
In the encounter that night, even the technology failed us as
the hand-held thermal imager (HHTI) stopped functioning at
a crucial moment and the movement of terrorists went
unnoticed. Major Vijay Singh (now Lt Col) till date has not
reconciled to the fact that we lost Ajith. Even after 13 years he
still keeps a fast on 13 May as a mark of respect to Ajith’s
departed soul.

We took a resolve that Sepoy Ajith’s death would not be in
vain and we would eliminate the group leader who was
responsible. He was later identified as ‘H5’ and he was a so
called LeT ‘Divisional Commander’. Information of H5 and
his group was hard to come by from the locals due to the fear
of retribution. So we concentrated our efforts on his close
confidants who were providing logistic support to him. It took
us five months of painstaking effort to determine the network
of his supporters and hides. To avoid detection, H5 would not
stay in any hideout for more than two to three days except
when he came for rest, recoup and medical treatment.

In December 2004, we launched an operation in a village
called Gai to eliminate H5 but the operation resulted in no
success. I decided to climb up to the village and interact with

the locals and since the doctor was there with me, we decided
to treat the civilian population and disburse some medicines
as well. As we reached the village school, an old lady saw me
from a distance and walked up to me. She sat down a little
distance away and started crying. I asked my buddy (a local
Kashmiri soldier whom we called Bobby), to enquire into the
matter. He went over and spoke to the lady who said that she
wanted to speak to the CO.

When I met her, she was weeping profusely and was
inconsolable. Slowly, her story emerged. It transpired that
when her son was away on work, a HUJI commander named
Abdul Hassan had raped his wife. On coming to know of this,
her son confronted Abdul Hassan. In the altercation that took
place, Abdul Hassan struck her son with an axe and killed him
on the spot, in front of her eyes. Abdul Hasan then warned the
villagers that he would kill anybody who came forward to
conduct her son’s last rites, and for two days the body of her
son remained in her house. It was only when a village Haji
came forward and said that it is un-Islamic not to perform the
last rites of a departed soul., that the burial of her son took
place. 

“I can’t die in peace if justice is not given to me” the
grieving mother said in a tear choked voice.

“Amma”, I told the old lady, “I am not a god, but if your
blessings are there, I will ensure that Abdul Hasan pays for his
sins”.

I walked back to my base, with the burden of two souls on
my shoulders. I had to avenge Ajith and I had to avenge the
old lady’s son. The sky was overcast and thundering, and still
engrossed in my thoughts, I looked up at the skyline. At that
instant, I saw a lightning flash on top of the Ziarat of Pir
Kaleva. In war, soldiers are most superstitious, and I was no
different. I felt that even Pir Kaleva, the Sufi Saint had
endorsed the task assigned to me by Amma. Was this a divine
signal, I wondered?

It took a lot of effort to break an overground worker. The
information he provided was that Abdul Hassan, along with
four other terrorists had just moved into a hide to discuss
some acts of collective terror against our unit. It had snowed
heavily the previous night and the terrorists, safely ensconced
in their hide, were secure in the knowledge that the Army
would not venture out in such bad weather.

MILITARY OPERATIONS AND A
GRIEVING MOTHERS BLESSINGS

Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM
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But we had other plans. Next morning, we observed
footprints of one person heading to the hide and returning.
This confirmed the fact that the terrorists were indeed there
and someone had probably gone to deliver food to them. My
Delta Company Commander, Lt Col Satish, then spoke to me
on radio. His message was short and crisp.

“The guests are comfortable in the guest house and all
arrangements are being made to look after their welfare”.

Up to this point, the information had not been shared with
the other company commanders. I then asked Sidharth,the
Bravo Company Commander, to move to a place called Kotli
and remain on standby. I then moved with my QRT (quick
reaction team) to the site, while Satish briefed his troops for
the impending task.

On reaching the location, I called up Sid. “Where Are you”,
I asked.

Prompt came the reply, “tiger waiting for your signal”. Sid
and his QRT moved out promptly, not even waiting to have
breakfast, and were with me in the designated rendezvous in
no time. Sid then quietly told the doctor, Capt Keshing that his
boys have not had their breakfast. Keshing, a Tangkhul Naga,
reacted with alacrity. He promptly told my QRT to hand over
their lunch to Sid’s QRT and sent a message to base for
sending a party with operational lunch (lemon rice and
masala puri with dry spicy potato curry).

With all troops in position, we opened fire with machine
guns and rocket launchers on the rock face of the hide. This
however had no impact on the rock face, neither was their any
response from inside the hide. The terrorists were either
maintaining fire control, in the hope that we would stop
pursuit, or they had somehow got wind of our arrival and fled.
I decided to blast the opening of the rock face with IEDs, to
affect an opening in the hide. Satish, with his buddies, went to
place IEDs and Sid with his small team took over to cover
Satish. With the blast of the IEDs, the mouth of the hideout
was opened. At that moment, two terrorists rushed out, firing
with their weapons, but were killed on the spot by the men
who were waiting at the mouth of the hide itself.  As per our
earlier information, there were a total of five terrorists in the
hide, so apparently, three were still inside. Intense firing into
the hide elicited no response, so we presumed that the
remaining terrorists had been eliminated.

At this point, Sid, Keshing and I were discussing the next
course of action, barely fifty meters from the cave and Satish
was keeping a close eye on the hideout. Suddenly a volley of
fire came from inside the rock face. The doctor, thinking our
troops had opened fire, shouted, “Thambi, firing bandh
karo”. My buddy Shakti and Baji Shan from my QRT, realising
that the bullets were fired at us, pulled the three of us down to
the ground. Satish and his men then pulverised the hideout
and ultimately it collapsed, burying the remaining terrorists
inside. By this time, Vikram, the Alpha company commander
and Sunil, the Charlie company commander had also fetched
up with their QRTs, not wishing to be left out of the action. We

tried to remove the rubble from the rock face, but the weather
deteriorated further with heavy snowfall making our task
difficult. But time was not of consequence and we finally
removed the rubble and dug out the bodies of the three slain
terrorists on the third day. One of them was identified as
Abdul Hassan. The old woman’s quest for justice was over. To
our good fortune, and perhaps the blessings of the old
woman, we found H5s dead body there too. We too, had
finally avenged the death of Ajith.

The operation had been conducted in extremely bad
weather, with the elimination of five dreaded terrorists and
the unit rightly received accolades for this performance from
all commanders up the chain. The backbone of the terrorists
was broken because three commanders were killed from LeT,
HUJI and Al Badar. The terrorists vowed to eliminate me,
Satish and Sid but those who made the attempt, were killed in
ensuing operations.

By evening, we received an intercept that the leadership of
the three ‘tanzeems' operating South of Pir Panjal was wiped
out. The loss of H5 and Abdul Hasan was a big blow for the
terrorists and the entire area was freed from their reign of
terror. We took photographs of the slain terrorists and I sent
Abdul Hassan’s photograph to Satish to hand over to ‘Amma’.
When the old lady saw the photograph, her first words uttered
in Gujri language were “Mere Kaleje Nu Thand Pe Gayee”. She
then told Satish, “Please tell CO that today my son got justice”.

Satish, otherwise a very tough soldier by nature had his
eyes moist. Amma went inside her house and brought six eggs
and told Satish, “Please give it to the CO as a small gift from
my side”.

“Amma”, Satish told her,“he is a vegetarian, he doesn’t eat
eggs”. She did not listen to him because she probably didn’t
understand the concept of vegetarian and non-vegetarian.
But, if I have to weigh the greatest award in my life, I would
place the gift from Amma much higher than all awards I got in
my life from the nation and the Army. It had blessings,
gratitude and above all, it came from a grieving mother who,
in the twilight of her life had none to turn to for justice. But
frankly, the credit for delivery of divine justice goes to the men
and officers of 38 RR; I just happened to be the CO.

With the entire area freed from the reign of terror, locals
including women conveyed their thanks to us. “We can now
sleep in peace” was the common refrain. We assured over
ground workers (OGW) who were considered sympathiser
that they need not worry and fear, we understand their
predicament. It changed the perception of the people and I
could see the respect for my men increasing manifold in the
eyes of locals.

—Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM, an Infantry Officer,
commanded a Rashtriya Rifles Battalion in J&K and Assam
Rifle Sector in Manipur. He is currently Senior Fellow at the

Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi.
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I am the daughter of an Army
Officer. I was born privileged and
I am aware of it. Yes, I grew up in
safe cantonments, amidst
greenery and civility. As a child, I
had access to beautiful
swimming pools and large lawns.
I had access to tennis courts and
skating rings. I could go to
libraries and attend wonderful
socials. In short, I had a
childhood that people only

dream of. Every two or three years, we would move to a new
city and I made new friends. I was encouraged to take part in
sports and extra-curricular activities. I was always
surrounded by children of my age and most neighbours had
very amicable pets. As a family, we had access to ‘canteens’
and military hospitals. For vacations, we would go trekking to
remote corners of the country because of the privilege my
father’s profession offered us. When children of my age were
playing hide and seek, my sister and I were exploring
activities like tank riding and rifle shooting; paragliding and
horse riding. While they watched series on TV, we would be
out on the ground watching the Army Day parade. 

Most kids, whose parents have served in the Indian Army,
will paint you this beautiful picture. And it is as true, as it is
incomplete. Growing up, life was also about wondering why my
father couldn’t take time off from work to attend my annual day.
I never understood why only my mother would attend my PTA
meetings in school. I knew my father was fantastic at tennis, but
I could never understand why he couldn’t spend more than one
evening a month, to teach me how to be that good. I never
understood why annual trips in June, to my grandparents’
hometown would never involve my father for more than a week,
why did he have to return abruptly on ‘call of duty’? Why did he
coach me for all my debates over the telephone? Why was he not
there for so many of my birthday celebrations? Why was I not
allowed to put on his uniform for fun? When I was in grade two,
for weeks we had drills in the middle of the night, in preparation
to evade bombs attacks. Why was only my mother present then,
to hug me and say “It’s okay, we are going to be fine”? Where was
my father when I was growing up? Why did he leave for work

before I left for school and return after I went to bed? Why did he
wake up every single day; snow or hail to go for his morning
run? Why did some of my father’s friends have bullet injuries?
When I was a kid it took my mother five minutes, to distract me
from those questions. But today I know better. I have my
answers.

My father is an Army Officer. A passionate and intelligent
man who has dedicated every day of the past 25 years of his
life, to this nation. He has worked on holidays and through
the nights. He has served with pride and conviction; two
emotions I never fully comprehended till last year. Because
last year, I had the opportunity to visit Ladakh. All those
dormant tales of men with courage and zest suddenly came to
life. As I am writing this narrative, far away from that paradise;
there are men sitting with rifles at altitudes of more than
15000 feet, at temperatures of -35 degree celsius, vigilantly
monitoring the Indian borders. If there’s a lapse in their
attention for even a second, they might lose their lives. Is that
what motivates them to get frost bites, to celebrate Diwali and
their children’s birthdays in an isolated, deserted mountain
far away from civilisation? Or is it the discount in prices of
canteen items? Oh no, it must be the ‘discounted’ medical
facilities they would have access to, if the enemy shot at them.
I am so sorry; it must be the glorious salaries. But hold on, the
money does not seem to be too much. So why would any man
with a sound mind, sacrifice everything; his family and
comfort of living, and risk his life for an ungrateful nation
which sits back and talks only of the “privileges” he gets? I
don’t know. I honestly don’t know.

I don’t know how in every war that independent India has
fought; our men have effortlessly scaled up altitudes of 20,000
feet overnight, without a day of medical acclimatisation. I
don’t know why they didn’t think twice about their families
that they left behind. The father who’s growing old and can’t
walk anymore, the daughter who needs to be educated, the
infant who doesn’t even recognise him yet; the wife who
might get widowed at 21. What gave them the courage to
spend days in trenches without food or water, ensuring that a
fellow soldier doesn’t have to spill a drop of blood as long as
he is breathing? How did they breathe at all for that long? At
that altitude? And for those who didn’t, what fire must have
burned in them, to die fighting a war, for a nation that didn’t

I AM THE DAUGHTER OF 
AN ARMY OFFICER
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give tuppence for what happened to them. How is it that these
men didn’t once think about the religion or caste of their
brothers fighting with them in that trench, for a nation, that
burns buses and loots shops in the name of caste reservation?
How is it that a Hindu was willing to give up his life for a fellow
Muslim so long as the ‘Tiranga’ was afloat on the highest peak
of Kargil? Why did Christians fight on behalf of the Sikh LI
regiment and Sikhs on behalf of the Gorkha regiment? Why
did an officer take a bullet for his soldiers and die with a smile
on his face? Why do we not even know the names of these
martyrs whose last words were “Jai Hind”? What could
possibly motivate any man to live a life of anonymity and
sacrifice everything for the glory of a nation that fails to
recognise his contribution? I don’t know.

All I know is that I am an immensely proud daughter. A
proud daughter of a man who has given his everything, for a
cause he’s believed in. The proud daughter of an exceptionally
talented woman who sacrificed her career to raise a family
almost single-handedly; and taught it to respect her
husband’s contribution to the nation. I am proud of all those
times when my mother had to fill in for my father, because he
was on duty. I am proud, because all those times, my parents
were looking at the bigger picture and serving a larger
family,expecting absolutely nothing in return. I was not born
privileged because of all those perks I had as a child. I was
born privileged because I had parents who taught me that
living only for yourself is a life not worth living. I am
privileged because I learnt through their actions and the lives
they have led. They taught me that as long as you live in

accordance with your ideals and beliefs, a life of passion and
courage, you can hold your head high. They taught me that
you don’t serve, expecting returns. You serve because it’s your
duty to give back to the society, to think beyond yourself. And
they did just that. 

Yes, growing up as the daughter of an Army Officer was a
privilege and I’ve always valued it. But it was only last year
that it hit me, that all the chivalry and courage I had seen in
the people around me, the ridiculous amount of patriotism
they had; the spirit of expectation-less commitment, the
pride they took in adorning their uniforms and the fervour
with which they saluted the ‘Tiranga’ shouting Jai Hind, was
unique. Does it infuriate me, when people don’t value it? Yes.
Do I expect them to understand the lives the soldiers and
their families lead in return for a salary they could have got
anywhere else; but choose to remain in the army, serve and
sacrifice because of the pride they have for their nation? Yes.
But if they fail to comprehend this, will these exemplary men
and women stop serving us? No. They signed up for a lifetime
of commitment to “Service Before Self”. It has taken me long
enough, but I now understand that serving in the Indian Army
is not just a career; it’s a way of life.

—Daughter of Meenakshi and Ramesh Balan; Meera is a
structural conservationist by profession and is currently

pursuing doctoral studies in mortar-masonry interaction.
She shares a deep bond with the Indian Army due to three
generations of association, that her family shares with this

institution."
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PRITHVI DEFENCE VEHICLE (PDV)
SUCCESSFULLY TESTED
On February 11, 2017, India successfully
tested a Star Wars-type interceptor missile,
thus  achieving a significant milestone in the
development of a two-layered Ballistic Missile
Defence system. The interceptor was
launched from Abdul Kalam Island (Wheeler
Island) off the coast of Odisha. This is
DRDO's latest test towards developing an
anti-ballistic missile (ABM) shield, to protect
Indian targets against nuclear-tipped ballistic
missiles fired from Pakistan or China.

The PDV mission is for engaging a target
in the exo-atmosphere region, at an altitude
above 50 km. A two-stage target, comprising
a new solid-fuelled second stage that sits
atop a liquid fuelled Prithvi booster first stage
was developed for mimicking a hostile
incoming Ballistic Missile
launched from a ship
anchored in the Bay of
Bengal, while the
interceptor was launched
from Kalam Island. In an
automated operation, radar
based tracking system
detected and tracked the
hostile ballistic missile,
which was intercepted at
100 km. In the above test,
Both, the PDV interceptor
and the two-stage target
missile, were successfully
engaged, putting India in
the handful of countries
that have this capability,
which is now ready for use.
This indeed is a watershed moment for
India’s ballistic missile defence (BMD)
programme.

The test validated the improved guidance
algorithm used for mission, since the
incoming missile target had deviated
significantly from what would have allowed an
intercept along a typical minimum energy
trajectory (MET) for an ABM interceptor. This
indicates the maturity of the on-board
imaging infrared seeker (IIR), the

responsiveness of the divert and attitude
control system (DACT) used by the PDV’s
kinetic kill vehicle (KKV), as well as the sensor
fusion achieved by various tracking systems
involved in the mission.

India’s emerging two-tier ballistic missile
defence (BMD) system consists of both endo
and exo atmospheric interception capability.
DRDO first tested PDV in 2014 in a mission
that was essentially used to validate the ABM
interceptor’s integration with the detection,
tracking and automated launch control
systems associated with the two-tier BMD
scheme. While no actual intercept was
attempted then, the present test was used to
prove the KKV used by PDV by destroying an
actual incoming warhead in a HTK mission.

The PDV now replaces the PAD ABM
interceptor, which was first tested in 2006,
as the kill vector in the high-altitude
interception leg of the two-tier system
conceived under Phase-I of India’s BMD
programme. PAD was essentially a high
endo-atmospheric system with a ceiling of
around 85 km. The PDV however is a true
blue exoatmospheric interceptor capable of
destroying targets at altitudes of up to 150
km. This puts PDV in a different category in

terms of its navigation set-up and homing
seeker capability. Instead of sporting a radio
frequency (RF) seeker like PAD, PDV uses a
strap-down IIR seeker developed by DRDO’s
Research Centre Imarat (RCI) with a 128 x
128 focal plane array. Once the development
of PDV is successfully complete, it would
signal the maturing of Phase-1 of India’s BMD
program which is designed to provide
credible capability against theatre ballistic
missiles (TBM) launched from up to 2000 km
away.

The advantage of exoatmospheric
interception is that more time is available to
direct interceptors towards an incoming
target. On the flip side, an interception of a
medium range ballistic missile (MRBM) re-

entry vehicle (RV) outside the
Earth’s atmosphere may
require that the BMD system
distinguish between the re-entry
vehicle and decoys, that might
be released by the boost
vehicle in order to create false
targets. The PDV achieves
target discrimination in the
‘cold’ of space by using an IIR
seeker. PDV’s inertial guidance
package that includes a ring-
laser gyroscope (RLG) moved
its solid-fuelled booster
towards the estimated point of
interception as calculated by
ground-based radars, till such
time the KKV was released and
its IIR seeker took over in the

end game to track the RV. Thereafter, the
KKV steered itself continuously to plot a
collision course with the incoming RV. In the
end, the KKV managed to smash right into
the central portion of the RV. The PDV test
thus validates the successful integration of
the interceptor with DRDO’s proven ground
based automated response network that
forms the backbone of the two-tier BMD
scheme and serves to yet again validate
DRDO’s overall BMD C4ISR architecture.
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Ababeel—Pakistan’s Medium Range Ballistic Missille
In response to India’s Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) programme, Pakistan on
January 24, 2017, conducted its first ever
flight test of a new medium-range ballistic
missile (MRBM), the Ababeel. A press
release issued by Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR), stated that Ababeel
is “capable of carrying nuclear warheads
and has the capability to engage multiple
targets with high precision, defeating the
enemy’s hostile radars.” The weapon
system, as per ISPR, is “aimed at ensuring
survivability of Pakistan’s ballistic missiles
in the growing regional BMD environment.”
Pakistan had earlier tested, also for the
first time, its Babur-3 nuclear-capable
submarine-launched cruise missile (SLCM).
It is apparent that the Pakistani focus
remains on survivability and penetrability to
assure strategic retaliation.

A major driver behind Pakistan’s pursuit
of SLCMs was to increase the survivability
of its nuclear arsenal, partly assuaging the
“use-it-or-lose-it” dilemma. Between the
SLCM and the Ababeel, Pakistan’s self-
avowed focus on survivability seems real
enough, even if India’s existing BMD
capabilities are quite modest. Multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicle
(MIRVs), as they were conceived of during
the Cold War, were pitched by U.S. and
Soviet planners as a cost-effective way to
defeat BMD systems. The logic behind this
was the observation that it was almost
always cheaper to produce additional
warheads than additional missiles.

MIRV is a ballistic missile payload
containing several warheads, each capable
of being aimed to hit one of a group of
targets. By contrast a unitary warhead is a
single warhead on a single missile. An
intermediate case is the multiple reentry
vehicle (MRV) missile which carries several
warheads which are dispersed but not
individually aimed. Only the United States,
United Kingdom, Russia, France, and China
are known to currently possess MIRV
missiles.

If Pakistan intends to develop its
capability for counter-value targeting,
Rawalpindi could forgo the more complex

work required to develop MIRVs and simply
go with MRVs. The most advanced MIRV
payloads allow for precision-targeting of the
independent reentry vehicles, permitting for
counterforce use. That capability could
however well fit in with Pakistan’s stated
position that it could use battlefield nuclear
weapons against Indian conventional
forces, in the event of an Indian attack as
part of its ‘Cold Start” strategy. Also, MIRVs
reduce the concern about survivability, as
multiple warheads are available with which
to retaliate for every missile that does
survive. In Pakistani calculations, if Pakistan
had MIRV capability, India would be less
sure to fully disarm Pakistan in a scenario
where India responds to the use of
battlefield nuclear weapons by Pakistan in
response to India’s Cold Start offensive by
massive retaliation. This would leave
Pakistan with the option to launch a
strategic second-strike (“third” strike
overall). This strategy wouldn’t necessarily
require Pakistan to pursue further research

into developing manoeuvrable reentry
vehicles for its MIRVs since it would be
interested in a counter-value strike. MIRV
capability could thus potentially be used as
a deterrent, making India rethink its options
of massive retaliation, in the event that
Pakistan uses its tactical nuclear weapons
in response to India’s Cold Start doctrine.

To build this capability, Pakistan would
however require a large number of
warheads. It is already one of the world’s
fastest growing nuclear arsenals. This
would also impact on India’s nuclear
doctrine where a debate is already raging
on the efficacy of No First Use (NFU). It
could also push India to develop battlefield
nuclear weapons, in which a war scenario
could well lower the threshold of the
possibility of their use, and the possible
impact on strategic stability. As of now,
however, clarity does not exist on the
capability of the Ababeel missile. Is it what
the ISPR is claiming, or is it mere posturing.
Time will tell.
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TROPEX-17
The Indian Navy’s Annual Theatre Readiness
Operational Exercise (TROPEX) got
underway on January 24, 17. The month
long exercise, conducted off the Western
seaboard, had ships and aircraft of both the
Western and Eastern Naval Commands, as
also assets from the Indian Air Force, Indian
Army and the Indian Coast Guard exercising
together. The last edition of the exercise
was conducted in January 2015.

TROPEX-17 saw the participation of
major surface combatants and air assets of
the Indian Navy including the aircraft carrier
Vikramaditya, nuclear submarine Chakra,
Landing Platform Dock (LPD) Jalashwa, the
recently commissioned destroyer Chennai,
the P-8I long range maritime
reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare
aircraft operating alongside SU-30 MKI,
Jaguars, AWACS, IL-78 Flight Refuelling
Aircraft of the Indian Air Force and Infantry
units of the Indian Army. The exercise was
conducted in various phases, both in
harbour and at sea encompassing the
various facets of war-fighting and combat
operations. This included gunnery shoots,
surface-to-air missile engagements,
Brahmos firing and operations of the
combined fleet in a complex multi threat
environment including sub surface and air

threats.The Indian Navy's upgraded IL 38
long-range maritime reconnaissance aircraft
also carried out successful anti-ship missile
firing in the Arabian Sea. The IL 38 SD
aircraft has undertaken this maiden firing
post modification and midlife upgrade,
thereby demonstrating its highly potent Anti
Ship Missile (AShM) attack capability. The

development ratifies Indian Navy's ability to
ensure long range sea denial around Indian
Subcontinent. The area of operations for
TROPEX spans across the vast expanse of
the Arabian Sea and North Central Indian
Ocean and serves as an opportunity to
validate the Indian Navy's Concepts of
Operation.

STRENGTHENING COASTAL SURVEILLANCE
In a meeting chaired by the Raksha Mantri, Shri Manohar Parrikar, The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) has given
the nod for the acquisition of 38 more radars to expand the coastal radar surveillance network and to strengthen sur-
veillance over 7,500-km coastline of the country. The DAC gave approval for issuing the Acceptance of Necessity
(AoN) for Phase II of the static sensor chain and also an intermediate aircraft engine repair facility for the Navy.
Earlier, under Phase I, a chain of 46 coastal surveillance radar and electro-optic sensors were set up, including 36 in
the mainland, six in the Lakshadweep islands and four in the Andaman & Nicobar islands. This was done to fill gaps in
coastal surveillance and keep track of boats entering Indian territorial waters in the aftermath of the 2008 Mumbai
attacks in which terrorists used a fishing boat to enter the city.
Phase II involves setting up 38 additional radars and four mobile surveillance stations as well as two vessel traffic
management systems (VTMS) in Kutch and Khambat in Gujarat at a cost of approximately ₹800 crore. The project will
beexecuted by Indian companiesand the lead integrator of the various works is Bharat Electronics Ltd., based in
Bengaluru. India is also setting up similar radar stations in friendly Indian Ocean littoral nations, which are integrated
into India’s own radar network.The information received from the various stations and sensors is collated at the
Information Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC) located outside the national capital and manned by the Navy for
real-time maritime domain awareness.The DAC also gave approval for the setting up of a shore-based intermediate
engine repair facility for the Navy’s MiG-29K fighter aircraft at the Naval aircraft yard in Goa.The Navy currently oper-
ates as many as 45 MiG-29K carrier aircraft procured from Russia.Some of them operate from the aircraft carrier
INS Vikramaditya.
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India’s space agency, Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) put 104 satellites into orbit on
February 15, 2017, which is the most in history. The
workhorse Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV)
carried nanosatellites from seven countries when it
took off at 9:28am from Sriharikota. These include 88
from San Francisco-based Planet Labs Inc. as well as
others built by companies and universities in Israel,
Kazakhstan, Switzerland and the United Arab Emirates.

For India, it was not about setting a world record,
but a consolidation of its well known technological
prowess in its space programme. The small-satellite
launch market is growing at an astonishing pace and
the launch is indicative of India’s ability to respond
toemerging-market demands. 88 of the satellites
launched belonged to Planet M, a US private imaging
company.

The PSLV rocket’s main purpose was to launch
India’s Cartosat 2 Series satellite. It also carried two
Indian nano satellites, the INS-1A and INS-1B, both
high-resolution earth observation satellites. In addition,
the rocket had enough room to carry the 88 NANO
satellites from Planet M, eight satellites from the US
and one each from Switzerland, Israel, Kazakhstan,
The Netherlands and UAE. A truly stupendous
achievement for ISRO and a feather in the cap for
India.

SAAB or LOCKHEED?
In statement on February 10, 2017,
Sweden’s Saab offered to build the world's
most modern fighter aircraft factory in
India. Saab's pitch for its Gripen E aircraft
comes a day after Lockheed said it is push-
ing ahead with its proposal to transfer the
production line of its F-16 fighter to India,
even though it understands that President
Donald Trump's administration may want to
take a fresh look at such plans.

The race to supply the Indian Air Force
with an estimated 200 to 250 fighter
planes over the next decade has narrowed
to Saab and Lockheed after the Indian
defence ministry floated an initial request
for a single-engine combat plane in October
last year.

Lockheed has offered to build the F-16

Block 70 in India which it said was the
newest and most advanced version of the
plane that is flying with the air forces of 25
countries around the world. It said the pro-
posed Indian facility for making the F-16s
would be the only one in the world as the
existing plant in Fort Worth, Texas switches
to producing the fifth generation F-35 for
the US Air Force.

On the other hand, Kent-Ake Molin,
Gripen's product sales director, told
reporters that Saab has offered to set up
the world's most modern (aerospace)
ecosystem and facility in India to manufac-
ture the Gripen for India and the global mar-
ket. Saab was already in talks with nearly
100 aerospace and defence firms in India
to provide components for the production

of the plane which would lay the industrial
base for India to design, develop and build
future fighters."What we are offering is a
futuristic, new generation plane and not one
that is reaching the end of its life and is
being replaced by air forces around the
world,” he said, in an apparent dig at 
the F-16.

The decision as to which aircraft India
will go in for will be decided by the MoD
sometime this year, to meet the urgent
needs of the Air Force. The process, as of
now is at an early stage. Past experience
indicates that defence procurements take
an inordinately long time in India. With the
Prime Minister’s thrust on the Make in India
programme, it is hoped that decision mak-
ing would be expedited.

INDIA PUTS 104 SATTELITES INTO ORBIT
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VETERANS ALERT

VARIOUS SCHEMES FOR
WELFARE OF EX-SERVICEMEN
Coal Loading and Transportation Scheme
The Scheme is administered on the basis of MoU between the
Coal India Limited (CIL) and DGR which sets out the terms and
conditions governing the formation and running of ESM Coal
Loading and Transportation Companies in any of the Coal
Subsidiaries of CIL in the States of Odisha, Chhattisgarh and
Maharashtra. 
Eligibility Criteria. An eligible ESM (O)
registered with DGR consequent to his
empanelment for the ESM Coal Loading and
Transportation Scheme would be maintained
in the Active List up to 60 years of age (Brig or
Equivalent & below) and 62 years of age
(General Officers or Equivalent).
Procedure. On receipt of requisition from the
Coal Subsidiary the ESM Company will be
sponsored by DGR. After a feasibility study in
Coal Subsidiary, the selected ESM (O) forms a
Private Limited Company, duly registered
with Registrar of Companies. The company
has to start with an authorised capital of 60-
80 lacor more, shared between the ESM (Os).
ESM Company will commence its operations
with one pay loader and ten tippers and
within a period of one year will increase its
fleet to three pay loaders and thirty tippers.
The pay loaders will be owned by the ESM Company. Out of
thirty tippers, ten tippers will be reserved for allotment to
widow/disabled ESM. Four tippers will be for ESM(Os) who
have not taken ESM Company/Security Agency from DGR.
Sixteen tipper trucks will be for JCOs/ORs and equivalent. The
ESM Company is required to employ a minimum of 75% of total
number of employees as ESM. The ESM Company will be
permitted to operate for 5 years extendable to 9 years.

Coal Tipper Attachment Scheme for ESM. 
Out of thirty tipper trucks, twenty tipper trucks will be allotted
through this scheme. 
Eligibility Criteria and Procedure for Registration. ESM can
register directly or through concerned DRZs. ESM will be
attached as tipper owners as per the seniority of registration in
the scheme.
Modalities of Operation. The tipper owners will have to
provide the seed money for the tippers ranging between Rs. 4-6
lacs depending upon the loan to be taken from the bank. ESM
Company Directors will assist ESM to get loan from the banks.
Two to three ESMs can join to purchase the tipper truck and
share the profit proportionate to the seed money provided.

Broad Earnings from the Scheme.
An ESM will be able to earn approx. Rs. 12-15 lac on an
investment of Rs. 4-6 lac within a period of five years. The
earning can be even more if the ESM works with the Company
in the Coal Mines fields.

Coal Tipper Attachment Scheme for Widows/Disabled
ESM.
In this scheme the widow/disabled ESM will
contribute onetime payment of Rupees one
lakh. The ESM Company will pay fix
remuneration of Rs.3000/- per month to the
widow/disabled ESM which will be attached
with them. The capital deposited will be
refunded back to the widow/disabled ESM
after the completion of five years. Ten tippers
are reserved per ESM Company for this
scheme. Two widows/disabled ESM will be
attached against one tipper to the ESM
Company.
Note: For queries, contact
dirsedgr@yahoo.comthrough email.

Management of CNG station by ESM
(Officers) in NCR
Company Owned Company Operated

(COCO) CNG Stations of Indraprastha Gas Limited in NCR Area
to include Delhi and NOIDA are managed by retired Defence
Services Officer’s. The ESM(O)s who are empanelled for this
scheme with DGR are sponsored to IGL who in turns select the
ESM(O) based on the panel of ESM(O) provided by DGR. The
selected officer is contracted for management of the CNG
station by the IGL for a period of five years on a yearly renewable
contract basis. Selected retired officer gets emoluments of
Rs.45,000/- (approx.) per month or 14% of the wages disbursed
which-ever is higher with an annual increment of Rs. 2000/- per
annum.
Eligibility. Class I Commissioned officers (Army, Navy, and Air
Force) below 59 years of age and retired/released within 5 years
at the time of registration for the scheme, resident of NCR,be
able to provide bank guarantee for 3 to 5 lac (subject to
revision), should have availed no other benefit from DGR or be
registered in any other scheme of DGR earlier, ESM (O) at the
time of sponsorship should not be employed with any
Govt/Semi Govt/Private concern. In case the ESM (O) has taken
up any job he is required to render resignation and submit an
undertaking of his employment status before he is sponsored
for the scheme.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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The first indigenous Airborne Early
Warning and Control System (AEW&C) in
IOC configuration, having undergone all
weather and environmental trials and
accepted by the Indian Air Force (IAF),
was handed over to it on 14 February
during Aero India 2017 at Yelahanka Air
base in Bengaluru by Chairman Defence
Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) and Secretary Department of
Defence (R&D), Dr. S. Christopher.
Considered to be a game changer in air
warfare, the AEW&C is a system of
systems populated with state-of-the art
Active Electronically Scanned Radar,
Secondary Surveillance Radar, Electronic
and Communication Counter Measures,
LOS (Line of Sight) and beyond LOS data
link, voice communication system and
self protection suite, built on an Emb-145
platform, having an air to air refuelling
capability to enhance surveillance time.
Complex tactical software has been
developed for fusion of information from
the sensors, to provide the air situation
picture along with intelligence to handle
identification/classification threat
assessment. Battle management
functions are built in house to work as a
network centric system of the Integrated
Air Command & Control System (IACCS)
node. The AEW&C system has the IAF for
induction.
MoS Defence, Subhash Bhamre

informed recently in Parliament that in
the last two financial years and current
year, 90 contracts involving a value of
Rs.83,344.31 crore were signed with
Indian vendors and 51 contracts

involving a value of Rs.1,16,667.34 crore
were signed with foreign vendors for
capital procurement of defence
equipment. The Defence Procurement
Procedure 2016 reflects the commitment
to promote indigenisation and self
reliance in the defence sector by
harnessing the capabilities of the public
and private sector.
Defence Research and Development

Organisation (DRDO), a R&D wing of
Ministry of Defence, is primarily involved
in design and development of strategic,
complex and security sensitive systems in
the fields of armaments, missiles,
unmanned aerial vehicles, radars,
electronic warfare systems, sonars,
combat vehicles, combat aircraft, sensors,
etc., for the Armed Forces as per their
specific QR (qualitative requirement).
Some of the major indigenously designed
and developed weapon platforms that
have been successfully inducted into the
Services inter alia include advanced light
helicopters, light combat aircraft, Akash
missile systems, multi barrel rocket
system – Pinaka, Arjun tanks, Sonars, etc.
To involve private sector in defence

R&D, projects are undertaken under the
‘Make’ category. Government also
launched the Technology Development
Fund to involve industry, particularly
SMEs in defence sector. According
highest preference to ‘Buy (Indian-
IDDM-Indigenously Designed,
Developed and Manufactured)’ category
of acquisition, and revision of ‘Make’
procedure in the Defence Procurement
Procedure-2016 (DPP) are expected to
catalyse investment into defence
research, development and innovation.
Some of the new special innovative

projects  undertaken  by DRDO during
last three years are:
• Pralay Missile
• Rudra M-II Air to Surface Missile
• Supersonic Missile Assisted Release of
Torpedo (SMART)
• Ku-band Active Radar Seeker
• Stealth Wing Flying Testbed (SWiFT)
• AESA Based Integrated Sensor Suite
(ABISS)

• EM Gun Powered by a Capacitor Bank
• Multi-Agent Robotics System (MARS)
• Ku-band TWTA for Aerospace
Application
• Submarine Periscope
• Air Independent Propulsion System for
Submarine
• AWACS (India), Radar USHAS
These projects cover a wide variety of

technology domains from aeronautics to
missiles and naval systems. Details of
expenditure made by the Department of
Defence R&D during the last three years
and current year, including the above
mentioned projects are: Rs 10,868.88
crore in 2013-14, Rs13,257.98 crore in
2014-15, Rs13,277.27 crore in 2015-16 and
Rs 13,593.78 crore in 2016-17.
Changing the policy on blacklisting of

firms, Ministry of Defence had debarred
six firms including their allied and
subsidiary firms from further business
dealings for a period of ten years since
April 11, 2012. Further, business dealings
are suspended/ put on hold in respect of
13 firms. In respect of another four firms,
orders were issued restricting
procurement from the concerned firms
to cases where procurements are justified
and necessary on the basis of operational
urgency, national security and non-
availability of other alternatives.
Guidelines for penalties in business
dealings with entities have been
promulgated since November 21, 2016, to
ensure probity, transparency, propriety
and compliance in the defence
procurement process and at ensuring
fairness, impartiality, rigour and
correctness in dealings with entities,
keeping in view the overall security
interests of the country.

PROGRESS IN INDIA’S DEFENCE PRODUCTION AND PROCUREMENT

Lt Col Anil Bhat 
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There could be no better advertisement for the Indian Army,
and indeed for the Indian Armed Forces than this book by
General Baljit Singh. A melange of 101 short stories, written
with consummate passion and skill, takes the reader to places
very few have been privileged to see and brings forth vivid
experiences of life in uniform, in all its resplendent multi-
coloured hues. Only a person as erudite as the General, with
his love for nature, his passion for the uniform and his literary
skills could have put forth his experiences in such a unique
manner.
The very first story, “Two Voices from Kargil Battlefield”, gets

the reader hooked to the book. Told with charming simplicity,
the first of the ‘voices’ was a telephone call from his erstwhile
sevadaar in 1982-84, who had by 1999, risen to the rank of
Havildar.  Over the telephone, he proudly related how he had
led his team of soldiers from 3/3 GR to capture the feature
assigned to them in the Dras Sector, during the Kargil conflict
in 1999. The second voice was another telephone call, this
time from a young captain, who had directed artillery fire on to
the enemy positions, while perched at a height of 15,000 feet
atop an exposed mountain top! “You fire a round at him and
sure enough, you can expect him on your location in precisely

THOSE WERE THE DAYS
Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch
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one minute”, said the young Captain with disarming candour.
Somewhere in the middle of the book is an equally gripping
story titled, The Long Road to Siachen, which gives out a vivid
account of the race to the Siachen Glacier, which culminated
in the capture of the Qaid post by Sub Bana Singh, who was
awarded the Param Vir Chakra for
this feat, the Qaid post thereafter
being renamed as ‘Bana Post’.
Equally compelling are the

stories penned of famous
personalities. The authors meeting
with General Jameel Mehmood,
when the latter visited him in his
retirement home in the pristine
forests of the Adivasis, making the
locals wonder what the strange
bird was that had landed in their
midst, throwing up a cloud of dust!
Or of his account of the life and
times of Brigadier Sir John Smyth,
which gives the reader a peep into
history and of life in the Army a
century ago. The short story of
Adela Florence Nicholson (1865-
1904) also makes for fascinating
reading. Adela was the first
woman, admittedly not a native
but Indian domiciled, who
published poetry in english, long
before Sarojini Naidu!
The personalities covered in the

book are diverse. Subedar Major
Umrao Singh, a Victoria Cross
winner, the indomitable Air
Commodore Mehar Singh, DSO,
MVC, who flew the first Dakota in
to Ladakh, landing at Leh on an
unprepared surface, along with
General Thimaya, to “ prevent the
fall of Leh”, are but two heroes
written about in this book. Also
cov-ered is the life of General EF
Norton (1884-1954), a great soldier
and an iconic mountaineer, a story
on Queen Elizabeth, another on
General Jacob and a most
captivating story of India’s beloved
President, Dr APJ Abdul Kalam.
But the book is not just about famous personalities. It is

also replete with stories which bring out the authors love
affair with nature and wild life. His abiding commitment to
the promotion of nature conservation in general, but more so
both within and by the Armed Forces found recognition,
when he was invited to serve on the Board of Trustees, of the

World Wildlife Fund for Nature’s India Chapter. Anecdotes of
the authors travels are interspersed in the book, which make
for delightful reading. These include visits to the Kanha
National park and stories of a variety of birds and animals,
butterflies and other tales of wildlife. Being in the Army gives

a soldier a myriad number of
opportunities to interact with
nature, but one does need a
discerning eye and a passion to
truly revel in its beauty.
There are also stories of a

general nature, interspersed in the
book. The topics are diverse - from
talking about ‘Siachen Allowance
to Soldiers’, the author shifts to
‘India’s Vanishing Birds’, and then
on to ‘Earliest Dalliances with
Everest’ followed by ‘Vignettes
from the Swat Valley’. This is what
makes the book endearing. It is a
collection of stories written by the
author over a period of time, some
of which have now found their way
into this book. A most interesting
potpourri, which the reader can
flavour from whi-chever page she
or he chooses to open. 
Priced at Rs 2995 in hard cover,

the book is perhaps out of reach for
the young reader and would most
likely find a place only in libraries.
Perhaps a cheaper soft copy
edition, priced at under Rs 400
would make for a wider audience,
comprising largely India’s youth in
our schools and colleges across the
country. It also suffers from some
minor infirmities. The copy editing
could have been far better, as
wrong spellings occasionally mar
the enjoyment of the book. A
simple spell check could have dealt
with most such issues. The title also
is a bit long winded, which does
not catch the eye. But that
notwithstanding, it is a book which
makes the Army come alive. What
is it that captivates young men and

women to give their all for the uniform, in service to the
nation?  After reading the book, the answer becomes self
evident. This is a book which will be enjoyed by the veterans
and those in uniform, and also by India’s youth, which will
enable them to see the personnel of their Armed Forces in a
different light.

REMINISCENCES OF
PERSONALITIES, 

COMPELLING BOOKS &
ENDEARING CREATURES

By Lt Gen Baljit Singh

Creative Crows Publishers, New Delhi
Hard Cover, 445 pp, Rs 2,995/-
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Faujis are adventure seekers and they
often satiate their appetite for it by
travelling, especially with Fauji
brethren. If you have a lust for travel too,
you might want to read this article and
identify yourself (or your friends) from
the type of travellers that each group of
travellers has! 
The Planner
This Fauji traveller is the one who makes
all the plans right from booking train
tickets to looking up cheap hotels. He is
also most likely to call up others in the
group to initiate a travel plan. Needless
to say, he is super active because the
“Tiger” has just approved his much-
awaited leave and he must make the
most of it!
Once a Fauji, always a Fauji
Even when everyone is in the holiday
mood, he continues to be in the Fauji
mood. He does everything Fauji, even
when he is taking time off to rejuvenate!
Example? Well, for starters, he wakes up
at 5AM and goes for a jog in his white
shorts. For most part of the trip, he is
dressed up the Fauji way—that’s right—
the polo neck T shirt, neatly tucked into
his jeans. How can his attire ever be
complete without his gleaming white
sports shoes? 

The Siesta Lover
While others in the group are busy
chalking out evening plans post lunch to
explore the new place, he is found
yawning. Why, you ask, “Bro! I need to
catch up on my siesta!” That’s what you
call afternoon nap hangover from Fauji
life!
The Religious Fauji
By religious we don’t mean his devotion
to God, but to Fauji ethics and code.
Pretty much like a Fauji, he addresses
every woman as ‘ma’am’ including the
stranger ones who he passes by! He also
addresses his seniors as ‘Sir’. Naturally,
he overuses epithets throughout the
trip. 
The Cribber
This holiday, by the way, was just an
excuse for him to go on a ranting spree
against the CO or the CSO or anyone
who he thinks is troubling him in the
unit. Complaints, criticism, some more
complaints and some more ranting—
that pretty much sums up his entire trip
in a few words!  
The Nay Sayer!
He is the first one to say no everytime he
is told about the travel. Typical reasons?
“I have already been posted there and I
know the place like the back of my
hand!”, Or, “I am the Adjutant! Tiger
would never let go of me!” 
The Shopaholic
Like most Faujis, this one just needs an
excuse to shop! A week before the trip
begins, you will find him in the mall,
buying the latest sports gear if you are
going on a trek, or trendy beachwear if
you’re headed to the beach. Never
question a Fauji’s love for his track
pants, tees and Reeboks!
The Loudspeaker
This one’s the announcer aka enthu
cutlet (yes, that is an actual term!). He or
she shows up on social media more
often to announce and discuss the
upcoming travel. Yes, you’re right! It is
this person who makes the WhatsApp
group called ‘Goa Trip’. 

The Driver
The minute you share the travel plans,
he pops the question, “Can we drive
down?” Of course, he loves being behind
the wheel and travelling is just one of his
many reasons to do so!
The Paparazzi
You got it! He loves to click all the special
moments of the trip, not to mention the
scenic beauty. Check his camera and
you are likely to find a million copies of
the original photograph!
The Idea Giver
No matter what your holiday
destination is, this type of traveller will
always have important information (at
least that is what he would like to think)
about the holiday destination that you
are headed to. As soon as you reveal the
name of the destination, he has his list
ready, “I was posted there! Pack some
jackets and caps. It gets cold at night...”
Well, this Fauji has been posted
everywhere, or so it seems!

Ms Namrata Gulati Sapra is a freelancer
journalist who writes for Corporate
Citizen Magazine and a few other

popular blogs. She is extremely
passionate about writing and social

issues. Other than that, she is a movie
and music buff. 

TRAVELLERS IN OG!
Namrata Gulati Sapra
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In one of my recent grocery shopping
sprees, I chanced upon perfectly ripe and
ready to eat avocados. I just had to get
myself a bunch of these as I love them so
much. Once you learn how to judge if the
avocado is just ripe enough to eat, you
open up a whole new world of healthy
dishes to make with them. I thought of so
many things that I could make using
avocado from salads to sandwiches and
of course guacamole! After much
thought, I decided to use them to make
bruschetta. Pronounced “brusketta”, this
classic Italian appetiser is a perfect way
to capture the flavours of garden ripened
tomatoes, garlic, and olive oil. These are
light enough for starters or evening
snacks and are so healthy to. So, for those
of you who made new year resolutions to
eat healthier, this would be a very tasty
and healthy addition to your diet.

In order to have some variation, I have
created three toppings for these
bruschetta -
� Mango, chilli and tomato.
� Onion and tomato.
� Avocado and lemon.

If you are a mango fan like me, then
you will really relish the Mango topping
too! And of course, onion and tomato are
all time favourites.
Ingredients
� Whole uncut loaf of bread
� Avocados - 2
� Cherry tomatoes - 1 packet
� Onion - 1

� Mango - 1 
� Green chilli - 1
� Garlic - 1or 2 pods finely chopped
� Butter
� Olive oil
� Himalayan salt (if available, else
regular salt is fine too)

� Crushed black pepper.
To prepare the three toppings, chop

the onion, tomato and mango into small
pieces and keep separately. Finely chop
the green chilli. If you have never used
avocados before, here are a few tips that
will help you. Firstly, avocados are ready
for use when their outer skin has turned
brown/ black. Do get a feel of them too,
as it should 'feel' soft when pressed
lightly (don't use too much pressure or
you will cause the fruit to bruise). To cut
open, slice the avocado all the way
around lengthwise and twist open. One
half of the avocado will retain the big
round seed. Removing the seed is easy
too. Use a knife and latch it onto the seed
with a bit of force. The knife will wedge
into the seed. Now twist the knife and the
seed will break free from the fruit. Simply
pull the knife away pulling the seed along
with it. To remove the fruit from the peel,
use a table spoon to scoop out the entire
half of the avocado. Now just slice the
avocado and chop into smaller pieces. At
this stage I always add lemon as the
avocado is very prone to oxidation when

cut. Using a fork, lightly mash the
avocado but don't overdo it. It tastes best
with some chunky pieces retained. Add a
dash of pink salt and the avocado
topping is ready.

For the mango topping just combine
the mango pieces with half of the cherry
tomatoes and finely chopped green chilli
and season with some salt.

For the last topping combine the
remaining tomatoes with the chopped
onion and season with salt. The three
toppings are now ready. They can rest for
some time while we prepare the bread.

For the bruschetta bread, I usually buy
whole loaf bread freshly made from the
bakery. Just slice the bread at an angle
into roughly 1-2 cm width slices. I enjoy
this bread a bit thick so I usually keep
thick slices. Now just grill or toast this
bread on a pan with butter and sprinkle
finely chopped garlic on top. When the
bread looks golden brown, remove from
the pan and place in your serving tray.
Add the toppings you prepared earlier
and sprinkle some crushed salt and
pepper. Before serving, add a little bit of
olive oil all over the dish. Serve
immediately to enjoy this warm, healthy
and delicious dish.

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

BRUSCHETTA: A Classic Italian Appetiser
Aditi Pathak
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The recent Aero India show brought to Bangalore all the usual suspects and
some more, seeking a piece of the large Indian defence pie. However, what is
apparent is that India is still keen to accumulate a large arsenal of weapons
and platforms but with little signs of synergy between the three armed services
and their goals, more so to meet our national objectives for the future.

For a country to attain global pre-eminence, it must address the key
objectives of national and strategic importance by using its hard and soft
power. Despite being a regional nuclear power, India's soft power
capabilities—socio-cultural strengths or information technology prowess—
are overrated. In reality, it is seen as the world’s back office. Also, India lacks a
serious military industrial complex.

So India pours money into the global arms market—it is the world’s largest
arms importer with a projected outlay of $200 billion in the next 15 years. It
has yet to enhance its own capabilities because of a disconnect between the
civilian leadership’s aims and what strategic wisdom suggests, and an absence
of any long-term plans in New Delhi. Moreover, we have not produced a single
document that sets out our goals and concerns. What then should be India's
concerns?

India's armed forces continue to train and equip themselves for
conventional wars that are most unlikely to happen—the world won’t allow
another 1971-type Indo-Pak war, though Kargil-type conflicts might be
tolerated. Our biggest threat is however of terror attacks from across the
borders. But are we sufficiently prepared and equipped to respond to another
26/11-type attack, possibly launched from Pakistan?

Beyond our neighbourhood, the two areas where India's attention should
remain are West Asia and the Indian Ocean region, where China continues to
expand its presence and adopts coercive diplomacy. West Asia is the source of
India's energy security, which is crucial for its economy. More than 80 per cent
of our energy needs are serviced by countries in the Gulf. But the unhindered
supply of oil and gas has subdued local initiatives on how India could harness
and exploit its own energy resources.

As a country which enjoys a premium location on the map of Asia and
which is an attractive destination for investment, India is of keen interest to
China and the US. China is India's largest neighbour, more powerful and now
omnipresent in Asia. The US is still the only global power with both hard and
soft power capabilities. It is also an Asian power with its strong military,
economic and diplomatic presence on the continent. It has, for some years,
been keen on enacting a concert of democracies with India to counter China's
ambitions, but New Delhi has been cautious and cold.

China, with its deep pockets, is keen to invest in India, but here, too, India’s
response has been cautious. Obviously, India has failed to explore how it could
use them both to its advantage. It is about time India's leaders began to
understand how to use our hard power (military capabilities) along with soft
power (its diaspora, economic edge and knowledge clout) to favourably
position India geopolitically in Asia and our military must help them with it as
we have the least informed political leadership - with such a large armed
force- on matters military.

Note: A similar essay was published by the author in THE WEEK in Aug ’14

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

SYNERGISE
YOUR WISH LIST
TO MEET OUR
CHALLENGES

Maroof Raza
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TOGETHER.
BUILDING THE FUTURE.

Boeing is proud of its longstanding partnership with India. A partnership India can depend upon to meet its 

developing requirements, from surveillance, strike and mobility platforms to C4ISR, unmanned systems and support 

services. The most advanced systems and technologies providing the greatest value for India today and tomorrow.
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